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Abstract of the thesis entitled: 
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For the degree of Master Philosophy at 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 2001 
This study is an attempt to examine the nature and dynamics of power structure at 
the local level in rural Hong Kong society through the research of the two major 
Yuen Long's Markets. 
Yuen Long is situated in the northwest of the New Territories of Hong Kong. 
With the largest alluvial plain in the Hong Kong region, it became the agricultural 
center and the most productive region in term of farming products. As early as the 
Northern Dynasty of the Sung, Tang Fu or Fu-hip — the district magistrate of Yang 
Chuan county and a native ofKat Shui district ofKiang-si — decided to settle in the 
Kam Tin area. 
The Old Yuen Long Market Town was established in 1669. Its establishment 
represented the consolidation of local power of Yuen Long Kam Tin Tang in the 
northwest of the New Territories of Hong Kong. 
The arrival of the British colonial administration in 1899 did not bring any 
immediate or major impact on Hong Kong rural society, despite the important 
political change. However, the old rivalry among lineages in the region assumed a 
new dimension with the intrusion of the new government and the changed 
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circumstances of the new regime. The formation of Luk Yeuk and the 
establishment of the New Yuen Long Market Town demonstrate the shift of the 
balance of power. 
The years after the 1950s saw great developments in the management of the Yuen 
Long Market Town representing the beginning of a new revolutionary period. An 
effective system of local representation was formed, with the result that the power 
and prestige of lineage was drastically diminished. A new form of management 
was launched to maintain a share of power from the hand of the government. 
With the change of time, the indigenous villagers of Yuen Long had to redefine 
their culture norms, kinship bonds and even religious beliefs to maintain the 
strength of their lineage institution. With the formation of the Heung Yee Kuk, the 
influx of new elements and population, the lineage form of administration was no 
longer important after the 1950s. Moreover, the market itself became purely 
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1 Introduction 
I recently visited Yuen Long to reacquaint myself with the area. Its 
appearance/ however was quite different from that of my childhood 
memories. Modern malls were along with Chinese-style monuments, large-
scale residential estates had mushroomed, and construction sites could be 
found everywhere. Exotically-designed houses were built in Nam Pin Wai 
as they were in many other native villages in Tai Po or Sha Tin. New high-
rise buildings had grown in number, and new residents had come from 
different parts of China. Many old crafts, such as rattan ware makers and 
rice cake sellers, were no longer there. The Old Yuen Long Market is still 
relatively intact on the surface; Floral Shines and Flower Boards are still 
being made there. The Old Tai Wong Temple and Temple of the Emperors 
Yuen and Kwan are well-preserved and widely revered; and the Tsun Yuen 
Pawnshop, which was founded 200 years ago by Tang Lim-ning, is still kept 
in good condition. However, when I talked about the New Yuen Long 
Market with a middle-aged shop-keeper, he told me that he did not even 
know that it had ever existed. 
Unlike other new satellite towns, such as Tsuen Wan, Tai Po and Sha Tin, 
Yuen Long seems to have kept some of its history and its past. On the other 
hand, the development of Yuen Long is relatively slow when compared with • 
1 Today, Yuen Long is an administrative unit, covering an area of approximately 14,430 hectares and 
consisting of a population over 220,000. It is now a satellite city. Its major area includes Kam Tin, Piiig 
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that of many neighboring towns. As the earliest developed area in the Hong 
Kong region, and with the strongest well-developed kin-base organization in 
the area, why would it have missed out on the rapid changes of urbanization? 
The British Hong Kong government has a set of customary laws to ensure 
the practice of "traditional customs” of the indigenous villager^ The new 
government was successful in maintaining an effective administration and 
avoiding offending the age-old practice of local customs. How could this 
new and alien government seize power without arousing the hatred and 
sturdy resistance of local villagers? How did the power-holding local leaders 
tolerate the bifurcation of authority? And how did the villagers adjust their 
concepts of value and identity to a foreign ruler and the challenge of a new 
era? 
This study sets out to examine the nature and dynamics of the structure of 
power at the local level in rural Hong Kong society through the research of 
the Yuen Long Market Town. Politics, economics, ritual, lineage, and the 
ruler's administration constantly act on each other to shape the drama of 
local politics. In order to examine the structure of power in all the major 
domains of the market town - the core of rural social life - we must analyze 
how this structure was affected and shifted. 
Shan, Ha Tsuen, San Tin, Shap Pat Heimg and Pat Heimg. See Fung, Chi-ming, Yuen Long Historical 
Relics and Monuments (Hong Kong: Yuen Long District Board, 1996)，p. 10. 
2 By the Government Rent (Assessment and Collection) Ordinance, Cap. 515, it defines "indigenous 
villager" to mean "a person who was in 1898 a resident of an established village in Hong Kong or who is 
descended through the male line from that person,’. "Established village" is defined to mean a village that 
was in existence in 1898 and which the Director of Lands has satisfied himself was then in existence. See 
www.iiifo.gov.hk/jud/guide2cs/html 
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In order to analyze the organization of power and authority in local society 
for this study, I have quoted the concept of power from Prasenjit Duara's 
book. Cultural, Power and the State, which defines power as “the ability of 
persons，groups or institution to obtain compliance through a variety of 
means ”3 Although Duara focuses on the impact of state strengthening on 
the organization of power in rural North China and the cultural nexus of 
power^ his definition of "power" is still concise and directly applicable to 
this study. 
Market town in Chinese rural communities is the economic，social and 
cultural center of the area it served. Its importance extended far beyond 
economics: it provided a social system for integrating various aspects of 
village life; it delimited a system of unofficial administration as well as a 
crucial arena of local politics; and it also facilitated the homogenization of 
culture within the hinterland's community. It reflects social relationship and 
community functions. The marketing communities can also be regarded as a 
center linking different hierarchical systems，，which provides a framework 
where power and authority can be exercised. Although the range of extra-
village ties is so vast that not all of them can be fully subsumed by the 
See Prasenjit Duara, Culture, Power and the State Rural North China, 1900-42 (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1988)，p.4. 
Ibid. p.5. "Cultural nexus of powers" can be simplified as being composed of hierarchical organizations 
and networks of informal relations that constantly intersect and interact with one another. The term 
"culture" in “culture nexus” refers to the norms embedded in organizations that were meaningful to their 
members. 
“Concerning the linkage with hierarchical system^ see G. William Skinner, Marketing and Social 
Structure in Rural China (Michigan: Association for Asian Studies, 1993). 
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market town or marketing system^ but neither can any of them be fully 
understood apart from its interplay and interaction within the market town. 
The rise and fall of the markets indicate the shift of power among 
government, lineage, territorial-based organizations. Yuen Long Market is 
the ideal case for this study. It is logical to choose the largest rural market 
town as the site. Furthermore, Kam Tin Tang of Yuen Long is the largest 
single lineage in the Hong Kong region and dominated single lineage 
community has been a central feature of South China's rural landscape for 
centuries. 
Yuen Long is situated in the northwest of the New Territories of Hong Kong. 
With the largest alluvial plain in the Hong Kong region，it became the 
agricultural center and the most productive region in term of farming 
products. According to the government record of 1898, the total extent of 
Yuen Long's cultivated land amounted to 72,000 acres (504,000 mau) out of 
the total area of 240,640 acres of the New Territories. When compared with 
the 1,770 mau of Tai Po and Fanling in 1905, the size of 13,100 mau of rice 
and sugar cane growing land in 1905 was impressive. ^ Since most of the 
branches and tributaries of the Yuen Long region's waterways are too 
shallow to be navigated^, they increased the transportation and transition fee 
6 According to G. William Skinner, rural Chinese society was essentially cellular with a hexagonal-
shaped system. Each cell of the nucleus was one of approximately 45,000 market towns. Theoretically, 
each body of the cell, which is to say the immediately dependent area of the town, included 15 to 25 
villages. See G. William Skinner, "Chinese Peasants and the Closed Community: An Open and Shut 
Case" Comparative Studies in Society and History An International Quarterly, vol. 13 (1971) pp.270-281. 
7 See G. N. Orme, "dementi's Report in the New Territory in 1905-6," Hong Kong Sessional Paper 
(Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1906) 
8 Ibid. The river system of the New Territories is divided into two sections, northern and southern. The 
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of farming products being sold to neighboring markets, such as Nam Tau or 
Shenzhen. A market in Yuen Long is essential for distributing the surplus 
goods within the region. According to the San On Gazetteer，Yuen Long 
Market was the largest in the southern part of Shenzhen^ It was built in 
1669 and located between the area of Nam Pin Wai and Sai Pin Wai^ ®. 
The Kam Tin River, which had its sources at the foot of Tai Mo Shan, 
flowed in a north-west direction, joining the Yuen Long river at the village 
of Kam Tin. It irrigated all the cultivated land in Kam Tin through which 
both rivers flowed. This river system was one of the major factors 
contributing to the rise of the strongest lineage — Yuen Long Kam Tin Tang 
of the region. 
As a native Hong Kong Chinese, I always encounter a confusion of English 
terminology on kinship. In spoken Cantonese, we can always use the term 
"zu" to unintentionally generalize and to blur the distinction between 
Sham Chun river system is separated from Yuen Long and Kam Tin. The Yuen Long river rises in the 
northern slope of the Tai Mo Shan range and flows in a northern direction before emptying itself into 
Deep Bay. 
9 See Shu Mao-guan, Zhu Xiu and Wang Chong-xi Xin An Xian Zhi, 24 juan, rev. ed 1819 (copy in 
CUHK), vol. 2，chapter 2，p 13. Historically, the economy of the San-on district not only involved the 
present area of the New Territories, but also concerned the areas of modem-day Shenzhen and Nam Tau. 
Since Shenzhen is located on the eastern part of the Pearl River Delta, and joins with Dongguan, Huichou 
on the northern part, and Hong Kong on the southern part, it is closely linked with Hong Kong; and has 
even served as the rural economic center of the New Territories in the past. The name of Shenzhen, 
which means “deep ditch between farming field", has been mentioned in the San On Gazetteer. The 
biggest market in Shenzhen was erected in the Sung dynasty. The owner of this market was the Chan 
clan of Henggang. With the coming of the Hakka from Meixian and Wuhua, and the eclipse of the Chan 
clan in Henggang during Taokung period, the balance of power began to shift. Finally, in 1881, the 
ownership of the market fell into the hands of the Hakka, who named the market "Longgang". See Siu 
Kwok Kin, The development of clans in the Shenzhen region of the Guangdong Province (Hong Kong: 
Hin CMu Institution, 1992) 
� In the New Territories, the village is usually called as "ts'uen" or "wai". "Wai" is referred to the 
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different kinds of kin groups, as there is no a concept for terms such as 
“lineage”’ "clan", “descent group" and "surname group". From my own 
field-work experience, none of the villagers that I have interviewed in the 
New Territories have a problem in understanding this "zu" term. Similarly, 
none of us have the intention "to obscure or to ignore evidence of social 
differentiation at the local level” as per James Watson's accusation^\ I 
merely cannot explain the difference between those terms to the old aged 
elite of the villages. 
Furthermore, the use of these terms in many historical documents is 
inconsistent and interchangable. For example，when reviewing the research 
on the “Big Five Clan"(Wu Da Zu) by Hugh Baker'', the term "clan" has 
been used to describe the largest five kin groups of the original inhabitants in 
the New Territories. In the book of David Faure, The structure of Chinese 
Rural S o c i e t y ^ t h e term “ lineage" was applied on the same particular kin 
groups. As a beginner of history study, I am quite confiised with this kind of 
ambiguities when I was forced to choose one term with clean working 
definition for this paper. After reading dozens of documents on kinship, I 
eventually decided to follow James Watson's guidelines for determining the 
term of the kin group for this study. Without any intention of setting criteria 
walled village. 
“ S e e James L. Watson, "Chinese Kinship Reconsidered: Anthropological Perspective On Historical 
Research," The China Quarterly, no. 89 (March 1982), p.592. 
12 Hugh Baker, "The Five Great Clans of the New Territories," Journal of the Hong Kong Branch of 
RoyalAsiatic Society, vol. 6 (1966), pp.25-48. 
13 David Faure, The Structure of Chinese Rural Society: Lineage and Village in the Eastern New 
Territories, Hong Kong (London: Oxford University Press, 1986). 
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for the meaning of those terms，the term “lineage，’ has been chosen for 
describing the kin group in this study. 
The definition of terminology for kin groups that James Watson has built is 
based on the foundation of Maurice Freedman and Hugh Baker. Watson 
focuses on three main criteria，which are the principle of recruitment, the 
mode of reckoning descent, and the extent of corporate activity. In the 
beginning of his work on Chinese lineage terms, he defines lineage as "a 
corporate group, which celebrates ritual unity and is based on demonstrated 
descent from a common ancestor.” This definition matches my study target. 
Yuen Long Kam Tin Tang monopolized Yuen Long Market and involved in 
a high level of commercial activities，so there is no doubt that it matches the 
criteria of "a corporate group". Evidence can be found for its ritual unity. 
Thanks to the protection from the Customary Law of the British Hong Kong 
government, Kam Tin Tang and many indigenous inhabitants had enough 
money from their ancestor's estate to pay for the ritual offerings. The 
qualification of Tang's descendants can be demonstrated by its ‘"New Male 
Book" and through the annual “lantern lighting" ritual. Finally, the Tang has 
a very clear genealogy, which lists Tang Fu (Fu-hip), the district magistrate 
of Yang Chuan county, as their “common ancestor" who started to settle in 
Kam Tin. Unlike many Hakka "clans" in the New Territories, Kam Tin 
Tang has not found any historical figures with the same surname as their 
ancestor. 
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During the late Qing period，the local elite, Yuen Long Kam Tin Tang, rose 
up in the absence of effective bureaucratic control, and served as a kind of 
officially sanctioned sub-county rule. Local leaders formed the organizing 
network for local charity，education, defense. Local administration can be 
regarded as an interaction between a center of authority and the networks of 
local society. Similarly, the fiscal relationship between the state and the 
individual was mediated by the local lineages of the area. 
Yuen Long market town was owned and dominated by the Kam Tin Tang 
under the support of the local government. Nam Tau. With the coming of 
the British, a new element of influence was introduced. The rise and fall of 
local lineage had a direct influence on the development of this market. 
Kam Tin Tang faced its first challenge from another Tang clan - that of Ha 
Tsuen - who attempted to establish their own market, but failed owing to the 
reconstruction of Tin Shui Wai. With the construction of Yuen Long Tai Ma 
Road and many other local infrastructures, the Ha Tsuen Tang united with 
Ping Shan, Shap Pat Heung, Tuen Mun, Pat Heung and San Tin in 1916 to 
form a company - Hop Yik - in order to plan the establishment of New Yuen 
Long Market; which was eventually achieved in 1916. The Hop Yik 
Company, being a multi-lineage alliance’ also replaced the single lineage 
form of leadership. 
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In this study，I attempt to link religious identities to the ways in which the 
territorial bond interacted with lineage building, the creation of new 
community and the competing languages of power and authority. Different 
social groups were struggling for this key to legitimacy. During the Qing 
period, the state sought to impose its hegemony on popular symbols. 
Leaders needed to transfer the "symbolic capital" accumulated in 
interpersonal relationship to the institutionalized domains of lineage and 
religioni4 
It is plausible to argue that the villages in the New Territories had only 
begun to change after the coming of the British; but，after this study，I find 
that the new administration had done little to accelerate this change for 
nearly half a century. Both the introduction of new industrial technology 
and organization as well as the transformation of the agrarian economy to 
western-dominated international market, have come to effect only after the 
1950,s; although territorial sovereignty and the new kinds of political 
institutions and relationships began to alter after 1899. 
Market towns, in the New Territories actually prospered within a cultural 
continuity protected under a colonial regime. By analyzing the development 
of market town, we can understand the complex interactions of cultural ideas 
and experiences, social organization and material circumstances over time 
and across space. 
14 SeeDuara, 1988, pp. 154-157. 
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1.1 Reviews of existing Literature 
Although scholarly literature on the local Hong Kong market is meager, the 
raw materials for analysis are in sufficient supply. In the past. Hong Kong 
history was not considered 'eye-catching' enough for Chinese scholars. Of 
all the pioneering works which have been published in the form of 
documentary research，only a small portion have made a significant 
contribution in the field of market towns and village markets of the Hong 
Kong region. In 1964, Robert G. Groves attempted to compare the origins 
of the Old Tai Po Market and Tai Wo Shi in terms of their scale, and through 
the relationship between clans and the influence of the government. 
Groves' study presents us with a general idea of the relationship between the 
big clans in market of Tai Po, but it is too brief in its content. Aside from 
Groves' article, Ng Lun Ngai-ha is virtually the only scholar to have done a 
series of in-depth research on the market town of Tai Po; by using data 
collected from the Tai Po Project in 1982-84.'^ After Ng's work on Tai Po 
Market Town, John Aubrey Young wrote a thesis entitled "Business 
Sentiment in a Chinese Market Town ”！？ The case study that he used was 
Yuen Long Market, which in the past had rarely been touched upon in detail. 
However, Young seemed to place too much focus on the single aspect of 
commercial relationship within the market town, and on the translation and 
See Robert Groves, "The Origins of Two Markets Towns in the New Territories," Aspects of social 
organization in the New Territories, (May 1964), pp. 16-20. 
16 See Alice Ng, "The Rise and Fall of Hong Kong Village Market in the New Territories - a studies iii 
Tai Po Market," Chinese Studies, vol. 2, no. 3, (1985), pp.633-653. 
17 See John Aubrey Young, Business and Sentiment in a Chinese Market Town (Taipei: The Chinese 
10 
explanation of local Cantonese colloquialisms. 
Aside from the research that was done directly concerning market systems 
and Hong Kong rural markets，other pioneering studies on the New 
Territories have also assisted me in understanding the relationship between 
the big clans and the growth of the New Territories.^^ Hugh Baker, Maurice 
Freedman, James Hayes, and David Faure^^ have written a large number of 
articles concerning local clans, the lineage village world, and the rural 
society of the New Territories. 
For instance, the dominating lineage in Yuen Long, the Tangs of Kam Tin-
Ha Tsuen and Ping Shan- was studied by David Faure in The Structure of 
Chinese Rural Society, Lineage and Village in the New Territories^^. Hugh 
Baker in A Chinese Lineage Village: Sheung Shuf^ has researched the rural 
leadership at Sheung Shui. James Hayes in The Hong Kong Region^� has 
studied two coastal markets and four coastal village in late Qing period. The 
works of these scholars aroused the interest of many academics in 
researching the "Chinese side of British Hong Kong’，，and has led to the 
preservation of many valuable oral histories and private resources for the use 
of future research. Their contribution has greatly enhanced my understanding 
Association for Folklore, 1974) 
^^ During the post-war period, many Chinese scholars such as Lo Hsiang-lin, Rao Zongyi, Jian Youwen, 
Lin Tianwei and Sung Hok-pang started to produce works from the perspective of regarding Hong Kong 
as a wider study of Chinese society and history. 
19 Only parts of their works are listed in the bibliography enclosed 
2° See footnote 13. 
21 Hugh Bakei, A Chinese Lineage Village: Sheung Shui (London: Frank Cass Press, 1968.) 
22 James Hayes, The Hong Kong Region 1850-1911, Institutions and Leadership in Town and Countryside 
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of the relationship between clans and their development, and has provided 
me with a foundation from which to understand the New Territories. 
The efforts of the above forerunners enlightened me to study Yuen Long 
Market from a new perspective. Many researchers who have studied Yuen 
Long Market emphasize too much on describing the development of the 
market. The name of the shops, the layout of the market and even the 
condition of the monuments are their major concerns. In fact, the importance 
of market town extended far beyond economics or its sentimental value. 
Although the following chapters touch on many aspects of village life， 
throughout the study is to analyze the nature and dynamics of power structure 
at the local level in rural Chinese society by studying a lively example in 
Yuen Long, Hong Kong. However, it would be unlikely to conduct this 
research without the details of the Yuen Long Market from the previous 
studies and the inspirations from the works of the forerunners. 
1.2 Review of materials usgd for this research topic 
With the aid of the above pioneering works’ I am attempting to write a 
detailed narrative on the evolution of the market in Yuen Long from its 
origins to the fading of the new market, by utilizing sources such as stone 
tablets, government records. Although scholarly literature on local 
marketing - which can help in studying the question of Yuen Long and Tai 
Po market towns - is meager, the raw materials for analysis are not in 
(London: Anchon and Dawson, 1977,) 
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shortage.23 They mainly come from four sources: 
1 Chinese Classics 
2 Government Document 
3 Inscriptions 
4 Oral History 
Most ancient Chinese scholars have not been interested in recording the 
incidents of the backward and remote counties of Hong Kong. As a result， 
there are not many materials found in ancient Chinese records. The most 
detailed Classical Chinese source for the study of the Hong Kong region is 
the Xin An Xian Zhi {San On Gazetteeralthough only few lines of 
description on articles regarding markets can be found.^^ 
The administration of the British government left us a vast amount of reports 
and files. With regard to the establishing of new markets，records from the 
Land Office were very useful; especially the record of the Block Crown 
23 There is yet many other rich sources of information and materials, such as folk songs and oral literature 
as Chinese village culture is wide and deep. 
24 There are two existing versions: One version is from 1688, which was written after the end of the 
Compulsory Coastal Evacuation. Many records and data from this period were lost; a fact that was 
commented by the writer Chin Wen-moa. The second version from 1819 was edited by Shu Mou-kuan 
and Wang Ch'ung-his. However, the preparation time they used was insufficient; as they were attempting 
to collect the data of several decades prior to publishing the new edition. Consequently, even though the 
second edition contains more chapters than the previous one, very little is mentioned about the actual 
market towns, 
25 In volume 2 of the 1819 edition, for example，it is noted that the San On county was responsible for 
recording the name of market towns. However the article lacked details concerning the scale and method 
of operation. In volume 8, Shu and Wang also make a brief mention of the life of the San On peasants, 
the local taxation and land rent. Unfortunately, the biggest hindrance in using the San On Gazetteer is 
due to the method of data recording; As soon as the position and the name of each village recorded was 
changed, the data recorded became outdated and inaccurate. 
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Lease in 1905-07, which record the name of the owner of the land. With the 
change in recording systems，we now have sources of reports from at least 
two government departments. Some of the reports can be found in Public 
Record Office (P. R. O.)，and others can be found in the Land Office.^^ 
Aside from data available from the Land Office, its sub-branch of the Survey 
and Mapping Office is another important source of information. By using 
their old maps, we can trace back the impact of modernization, the alteration 
in the use of land and the building of infrastructure- such as road building 
and land reclamation- in the New Territories region. 
Private reference collections are one of the most important resources for the 
study of Hong Kong history.^^ The major drawback of using genealogy or 
other source of private reference is the validity of the information，as well as 
the content of the document itself.^^ As it is extremely difficult to find 
corroborative evidence to support the information provided, we sometimes 
have no choice but to abandon potentially valuable data. Thanks to the 
efforts made by David Faure, Bernand Luk and Ng Lun Ngai-ha,^^ we can 
now save a great deal of time by using the inscriptions of Hong Kong, since 
26 Although in general the Public Records Office (P.R.O.) is an excellent resource, the major drawback of 
this facility is tot its records are not always in order. 
27 The genealogy of Hong Kong clans can be found in the Hong Kong Collection of the University of 
Hong Kong, in the hands of private collectors，and in the hands of the descendants of the big clans. With 
the studies made by many Hong Kong historians, the information available in the Hong Kong Collection 
of the University of Hong Kong is a rich one. 
28 jn recent years, there have been many fake genealogies on the market. Some of them have even been 
written by professional specialists from Mainland China in order to increase its perceived authenticity. 
Furthermore, some of the "newly rich" have attempted to use forged genealogies in order to exaggerate 
and to raise the prestige of their families. 
29 In 1986, scholars of David Faure, Bernard Luk and Ng Lun Ngai-ha published a book entitled 
Historical Inscriptions in Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Urban Council, 1986). 
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their texts have recorded most of the inscriptions found in the New 
Territories. Of the aforementioned authors' works, seven individual 
inscriptions stood out in particular. 
1. Inscription at Tin Hau Palace of Old Tai Po Market: Renovation of Tin Hau 
Palace of Old Tai Po Market. 
2. Inscription at Old Tai Wang Temple of Old Yuen Long Market: Regulation 
on the rate of land tax between landlord and tenants. 
3. Inscription at Old Tai Wang Temple of Old Yuen Long Market: 
Reconstruction of Tai Wang Old Temple. 
4. Inscription at Old Tai Po Market: The order for Tai Po. 
5. Inscription at Maan Mo Temple of New Tai Po Market: The donation for the 
construction of Kong Fu Bridge. 
6. Inscription at Cheung Shue Tan of Tai Po: Inscription of Wing Lok Bridge. 
7. Inscription at Tai Shue Ha Tin Hau Temple of Yuen Long: The Renovation of 
Tin Hau Old Temple.'' 
Based on the name on the inscriptions from the renovation of temples or the 
building of bridges, we can easily discern and identify the leaders and the 
rich of the area. After matching inscription data with data gained from 
genealogical or other primary sources, this can then be used as 
supplementary evidence. Also, other inscriptions, which recorded the life of 
peasants in the past，can enhance our understanding of the issue from a 
30 Ibid The data and names that are recorded from the above inscriptions are especially valuable to the 
topic that I have selected, as they cannot be found from other sources. 
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wider perspective. 
In order to widen my comprehension, I have conducted oral interviews in the 
field. Thanks to the help of the District Board and Heung Yee Kuk，I was 
able to contact several villagers and key members of various local 
organizations. However, this type of occasional interviews often required 
further verification. Written materials were found to be the best source for 
verifying interview testimonies and for constructing the real picture of 
historical events. 
1.3 Organization of the thesis 
The goal of this study is to understand the nature and dynamics of power 
structure at the local level in rural Chinese society. In chapter one, I trace 
how Yuen Long Kam Tin Tang used its traditional kinship advantage in 
building up a dominated lineage power in local rural community. Chapter 
two also discusses its sphere of influence and how the operation of the Old 
Yuen Long market town contributed to the consolidation of local power of 
Kam Tin Tang in the northwest of the New Territories of Hong Kong. 
Chapter three deals with the problems aroused by the arrival of the British 
colonial administration in 1899. Chapter four outlines the transformation of 
the power structure in Yuen Long rural society through documenting the 
formation of new lineage alliance, the build up of New Yuen Long Market 
and the founding of Hop Yik Company. Chapter five continues the same 
theme beyond 1950s. With the establishment of Heung Yee Kuk, the role of 
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the government has changed and affected the lineage-based community. In 
chapter six, I argue that religion in rural Chinese society can be regarded as 
symbolic code to legitimacy. Finally, I discuss how the local leaders 
redefined their culture norms, kinship bonds and religious beliefs to maintain 
the strength of the traditional power structure in the conclusion. 
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2 Power Structure of the Old Market Town: The Build up of Lineage 
Power 
Yuen Long was under the rule of the Chinese dynasty as an insignificant 
administrative district of the Kwangtung Province^V As imperial 
administration stopped at the district level and in order to maintain its 
control over the whole country in adversity^^ the management of the rural 
sector was left to the local resources instead of government officials to 
obviate the administration fee.^ ^ The state had to make use of the indigenous 
social groups by indoctrinating the value of working for the state. 
Furthermore, due to the '"Law of Avoidance", magistrates were sent from 
other provinces. They therefore had no great interest in local affairs and 
were reluctant to start long-term projects that would not yield results during 
their short terms of office. This system of administration therefore provided 
an opportunity for the rise of local power. 
The close knit organization of the clan^^ or lineage^^ was the core of 
interpersonal relations in the village. This internal bond was further 
31 It was absorbed into the administrative sphere of P'an-yu county during the Dynasty, then again 
under the sphere of Tung-kuan in 1573. Later, it was placed under the jurisdiction of San On. During the 
Qing dynasty, San On was under the jurisdiction of the viceroy of the two Kwong provinces. The chief 
civil officer was the magistrate who resided at Nam Tau. Under him were an assistant magistrate and two 
deputy magistrates. 
32 During the late Qing period, the power of the state eclipsed and the national treasury was almost empty. 
33 Imperial control was still maintained by developing the system of Pao-chia and Li-chia, which were 
established for police control and tax collection respectively. 
拟 The definition of a clan by Hugh D. R. Baker is: "the aggregate of people in one settlement bearing a 
common surname and recognizing a recent, traceable common origin, but yet not necessarily owning 
property in common and not united as one leadership unit" See Baker, 1966, pp. 25-48. Simply 
speaking, a clan is formed by families of common ancestry. Clan leaders had to handle clan affairs, such 
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tightened by the restriction of thought and movement imposed by poverty 
and poor communication and by the cultural norm‘ Before the British take 
over in 1898, there were no civil officers resident in the Hong Kong region. 
In many parts of the New Territories, lineage organization dominated scenes 
of non-official village government and acted as an informal intermediary 
agent between the formal magistracy and the peasant population.^^ 
Also, in remote areas, such as Hong Kong，the academic degree was not the 
only determinant of "elderly" status. The determinant factor for local 
prestige was based on wealth, education, power and influence Clans and 
lineage either became instruments of elite domination, competing with the 
magistrate for control over the peasantry, or else fought excessively with 
other lineage, over property and water rights. The elite or leader had to have 
sufficient community standing for effective action, yet not so much influence 
as to be uncontrollable. Lineage with a large amount of collective property 
and supra-village networks provided the basic criteria of rural politics and 
conflict, security for the poor，the ladder for upward mobility, and a 
powerful corporate identity. In short，the elite from the controlling lineage 
managed all the quasi-governmental local activities. 
2.1 The development of the Tang Lineage in the Yuen Long Area 
as the ancestral hall and library, as well as the reward and punishment of clan members. 
See Part I Introduction of this paper for further explanation. 
Usually the lineage with official title would have their social status elevated among the other lineage 
and elders. In case of the Tang lineage of Kam Tin, their ancestor. Tang Man-wai, was an official with a 
degree. 
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In the New Territories, there is an English term of "The Five Great Clans”， 
which is translated from "wu da zu" by Hugh D. R. Baker in 1965'' The 
Tangs were the first to settle in the area as early as approximately 973 AI^s. 
Located in the north-western part of the New Territories, Yuen Long 
occupies a strategic location in the middle of the largest alluvial plain. The 
Tang lineage chose Yuen Long as their homeland and became the most 
powerful lineage in the New Territories. It attained this position by holding 
the sub-soil land rights of large areas situated in the center of the New 
Territories^^, and by its members possessing numerous official degrees 
during the Ming and Qing dynasties. 
During the Northern Dynasty of the Sung, China was in chaos with 
continuous warfare. According to the genealogy of the Tang，in 1103" ,^ 
Tang Fu or Fu-hip — the district magistrate of Yang Chuan county and a 
native of Kat Shui district of Kiang-si — passed through Sham Tin Tsuen of 
Kwei Kok Shan. He was attracted by the scenery and decided to settle in the 
The "Five Great Clans" refers to the surnames of Tang, Hau, Ping, Liu and Man in the New Territories. 
They are the biggest clans of the Hong Kong area amongst the original inhabitants. Even today, we can 
still trace back the history of these original inhabitants in the area. See Baker, 1966, pp. 25-48. 
Ibid, pp. 30-48. The Haus arrived in the Southern Sung Dynasty, and settled at Ho Sheimg Heung. 
Some of their offspring spread out to live in Yin Kong, Kam Tsin and Ping Kong. The Pangs were the 
poorest among the Five Great Clans, with the result that their marriages took place at ages as late as 
thirty-five years per generation. The Lius of Sheung Shui arrived at the end of the Yuan Dynasty. The 
Mans was the last of the Five to settle, and established two strong branches in San Tin and Tai Hang. 
39 According to the Qing land tax system, landlords were also taxlords，which subsequently increased the 
power of big landlord. The land tax system in the South China was divided into the rights to "the land 
bone" (sub-soil) and the rights to the "land skin" (top-soil). The former applied to the landlord, while the 
latter applied to the tenant. Although tenants had the right to use the "land skin", they were still required 
to pay the landlord Also, the Qing government gave the right of land tax collection to the landlord in 
order to save the administrative fee. 
恥 See David Liu, "The Tang clans in the New Territories and its oldest Graves," Journal of the Hong 
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Kam Tin area. He built the two settlements of Nam Wai (present-day Shui 
Tau Tsuen) and Pak Wai (present-day Shui Mei Tsuen), and also transferred 
his ancestral tombs to several locations with good fungshui in the New 
Territories, 
Due to theirs high level of productivity, the villages of Kam Tin grew large 
and strong before there were any economic pressures to encourage its 
pioneer lineage to move out and establish a new village. By around the 
thirteenth century, the number of Tang offspring grew beyond the production 
capacity of the area，so the lineage segmented to Ping Shan, and later another 
branch split off from Kam Tin to Ha Tsuen, thus extending their power still 
further. 
2.2 The Establishment of Yuen Long Market Town 
Located in the most fertile flood plain in the New Territories, Yuen Long 
was the agricultural center of the Hong Kong region. The majority of its 
inhabitants were engaged in the cultivation of grain, peanuts, taro and sugar 
cane. As Yuen Long was also close to Sham Chun River, Ling Ding Yang, 
and faced the Deep Bay of Zhujiang estuary, its fishing industry has been in 
operation for a long time. Aside from this primarily simple subsistence 
agriculture and fishing, minor industries such as salt production, pottery 
production and fish processing prevailed as a form of domestic financial 
Kong Branch of Royal Asiatic Society, vol. 17 (1977)，pp. 180-185. 
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assistance. The scale of operation for these minor industries was not large*!. 
Since Yuen Long was close to Lintin Island — one of the most important 
provisioning stations of many foreign ships - barter trade also existed. Yuen 
Long people sometimes sold some native goods to the Portuguese in 
exchange for foreign commodities. Farm products also need a distribution 
market to use for sale or exchange: Since Yuen Long was poorly linked to 
the city, it was difficult to transport the variety of agricultural products from 
the region for sale in the city. 43 Thus, the sale of these goods would take 
place in Yuen Long itself. This explains the earliest of the village markets in 
Yuen Long. 
The Old Yuen Long Market Town was built in 1669，immediately after the 
end of compulsory coastal evacuation. In order to prevent the collusion 
between local residents and the Ming loyalist Zhen Cheng-gong (1624-62) in 
Taiwan, the Manchu government initiated a compulsory evacuation of the 
coastal area to order the population to withdraw inland from the coast during 
the reign of Kang-xi."^ Many villages in Yuen Long - including major ones, 
such as San Tin, Ha Tsuen, Lung Yuek Tau and Ping Shan — were badly 
affected，and many of the smaller villages were subsequently deserted. 
Hong Kong's early economy was primarily simple subsistence agriciiiture, with small-scale industries 
such as salt, incense, pottery making and fish processing. Local industries, such as rice and sugar cane 
production, were circulated by the village markets and served the small local population. According to 
the census of 1911, Yuen Long Market town had a population of 559, which served 22,200 people and 
had a cultivated area of 13,100 acres. See P. P. Wodehouse, "Report on Census 1911，，，Hong Kong 
Sessional Paper (Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1912), p. 103. 
43 See Lo Hsiang-lin and others. Hong Kong and Its External Communications before 1842, the History of 
Hong Kong prior to British Colonization (Hong Kong: Institute of Chinese Culture, 1959) 
M This occurred three times: In 1661，1662 and 1663，and involved two-thirds of the San On region. Nam 
Tau, the Magistrate's yamen of San On county was placed under the administrative sphere of Timg-kuan 
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Unfortunately, even though the order was rescinded, only very few of the 
original population returned and much of the land was wasted. Many 
industries, such as pearl collection, salt production and incense production 
ceased. Under the influence of this government policy and the frequent 
disturbance of pirates. Lung Yuek Tau lost a large portion of their land to the 
rising Liu of Sheung Shui. In fact，many lands that belonged to the Hau of 
Fanling and the Man of Tai Hang originally belonged to the Tang of Lung 
Yuek Tau prior to the compulsory coastal evacuation^. In order to return the 
situation to normal, the government encouraged Hakka people in Kiang-si, 
Kuang-tung and Fu-jian to migrate to the evacuated areas and re-open the 
land. 
Since the Tang of Kam Tin was able to build a new market immediately 
after the evacuation policy，it seems to have been less damaged in 
comparison with other lineage during that period. Some scholars, like David 
Faure, even argue that the policy did not lead to a complete evacuation of the 
New Territories. Some lineage or clans，such as the Tang of Kam Tin, had 
not moved out of their homes at all.^ ^ No matter the reason, through the 
long-lasting，solid foundation and the famous degree-holder descendant, 
in 1666. SeeNg, 1985，pp. 633-653. 
45 In 1669, two officials, Wang Lai-jen and Chou Yu-te, interceded with the Qing court to rescind the 
evacuation order and allow the people to move back to their homes. The Manchu government finally 
allowed the extension of land in some areas; however, the order of compulsory coastal evacuation was 
not officially rescinded until the surrender of Zhen's grandson in 1685. 
Siu Kwok-kin (Xiao, Guojian), Qing chti qian hai qian hou Xianggang zhi she hui Man qian. (Taipei: 
Taiwan shang wu yin shu guan, 1986) 
47 See Faure, 1986, p. 100 
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Tang Man-wai of the lineage, Yuen Long Kam Tin Tang was able to rebuild 
their own home; and even to establish a new market based on the old Tai Kiu 
TunHui 站 
Although the Yuen Long countryside had seven townships, being the largest 
“taxlord” and “landlord” in the area — the Tang of Kam Tin — naturally tried 
to consolidate their power in the area by dominating the local market. Based 
on previous studies in mainland China，we find that wealthy lineage usually 
invested huge amounts of money in family trusts and estates, (usually named 
as ‘"long,’ in Chinese), which were managed by a lineage leader or officer. 
According to the stone tablet in Old Tai Wong Temple , we know there 
were originally twelve senior members of the committee board of the Old 
Yuen Long Market. The first on this list is the owner of Old Yuen Long 
Market, Kwong Yu Tong, belonged to the Tang Man-wai branch of the Tang 
clan. This indicated that Old Yuen Long Market itself belonged to the Tang 
Man-wai branch. 
These kinds of "tong" purchased land, pawn-shops, and - in the case of the 
Tang of Kam Tin - invested in markets in orders to earn income for lineage 
rituals, welfare and education. This phenomenon was common amongst the 
large clans and lineages in the Southern part of China. This caused the 
Southern lineage to develop greater social complexity than the more rural 
See Appendix A for the details of the Tai Kiu Tim Market 
奶 See the tablet inscription at the Tai Wong Old Temple of the Old Yuen Long Market: Reconstruction 
of Tai Wong Old Market, which is also listed in the book written by Ng, Faure and Luk, 1986, p. 86 
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societies of the North. This complexity reflected a higher degree of 
commercialization, and a higher frequency of interregional and international 
trade. 
According to the stone inscription of the Tin Hau temple^o. Tang Man-wai of 
Kam Tin — a holder of the chin-shih degree and the district magistrate of 
Lung-yu county - relocated the market at Tai Kiu Tun to an area between 
Sai Pin Wai and Nam Pin Wai in 1669. In this case, the ascendant social 
position of Tang Man-wai is clearly expressed within the economic system 
of the marketing community, so that the dominant localized lineage might 
have absolute predominant control in the marketing community. This Yuen 
Long Old Market was dominated by the Tang lineage of Kam Tin; and hence 
the ownership, management and profit of the market therefore went to this 
lineage. 
With the building of the Old Yuen Long Market town, the importance of 
Kam Tin Tang was extended far beyond economics. It was the crucial arena 
for local politics: Every time there were any transaction arguments, the 
parties would discuss and make a decision in the market temple. The 
representatives of Kam Tin Tang - the owner of the market - would be the 
decision-makers or the middle-man of these disputes. Most official 
decisions or announcements would be posted in the temple market, or else 
50 See Ng, Faure and Luk, 1986, p. 109. 
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erected as a tablet in the market temple/^ For example, in the Old Tai Wong 
Temple of the Old Yuen Long Market, there is a tablet inscription (erected in 
1786), which records the argument between the landlord - a member of Kam 
Tin Tang (Tang Yuen Chung) - and the tenants. It also lists out the 
resolution and a reassurance of the official scale of measurement for tax 
payers.52 In 1777, in the same Old Tai Wong Market，another tablet was 
erected to list out the resolution for the conflict on the amount of tax levied 
on the nearby agriculture field.，� Although incidents like these were not 
directly relevant to the transactions in the market town; since it was regarded 
as the center of the village's life, the government would treat it as an 
unofficial administrative center of the region. Therefore, Yuen Long Kam 
Tin Tang was the unofficial representative of the state. 
2.3 Sphere of Influence 
With the increase in trade and the enlargement of the marketing area of the 
Old Yuen Long Market, the sphere of influence of the Kam Tin Tang lineage 
ascended. Although the size of the market was small, its marketing area was 
far-reaching. 
By modern standards, the size of Old Yuen Long Market Town was actually 
not very big (see fig. 2.1 & fig. 2.3) as it only consisted of three streets as 
51 According to the interviews conducted with Geimg Shing Cheung, the vice-chairman of the Yuen Long 
Merchants Association and Wong Yin Ming, the geomancer of the Old Tai Wong Temple of the Yuen 
Long Market on 4也 My 2000. 
See Ng, Faure and Luk, 1986, pp. 49-51. 
53 Ibid, pp. 40-42. 
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calculated from its permanent buildings. Cheung Shing Street was the 
longest, and went from the South Entrance to Pak Tai Temple. The 
remaining two streets, Lee Yik Street and Wo Hop Street, were connected to 
the East Entrance. Since Wo Hop Street was famous for its alcohol products, 
it was also known as Wine Street，斗 The shopkeepers and owners of the 
stores in the streets usually lived either in the backyard of their shops，or in 
the second floor above them with their families. 
The streets in the market town were only three to five feet wide. There were 
two gateways to the market town; one at south end and the other at the east. 
The wooden gates were closed after sunset each day to protect residents 
from bandits^^ 
Old Yuen Long Market Town had a certain number of permanent "firms" in 
spite of large number of mobile paddles. Teahouses, wine shops，eating 
places, oil shops, incense and candle shops were among the most common. 
A few workshops were also found. According to the stone tablet in Old Tai 
Wong Temple56，there were at least 83 permanent shops of various trades in 
1837. 
During ritual ceremonies and operation day, many other traders and villagers 
would come to sell their surplus in the market town. Certain landlords even 
54 See Young, 1974, p.23. 
55 Ibid 
允 See Ng, Faure and Luk, 1986, p.86. 
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maintained an office in the town, which collected rent from tenants. 
Sometimes，they lent money to peasants as well. Although Yuen Long 
Market Town could not compare with those of Nam Tau or even Sham Chun 
(Shenzhen), it was nonetheless the biggest in the New Territories at that time‘ 
Robert Grove has proposed that Yuen Long Market Town and Tai Po 
Market Town in the New Territories should be regarded as standard market 
towns.57 Evidence concerning these two markets and their neighboring 
market，Sham Chun (Shenzhen)，is very limited. In the record of Hong 
Kong Government Gazette in 1905，there are the following few lines of 
description: ^ ^ 
“The trade of both places (Yuen Long Market and Tai Po Market) is 
small compared with that of Sham Chun (Market)，which is less than 
a mile beyond the boundary (of the Hong Kong side)... while the 
Junk Trade with Hong Kong from Tai Po amounts to 90,000 piculs 
(between 5,000 and 6,000 tons)... annually that from Un Long 
(Yuen Long) comes to 250,000 piculs (about 15,000 tons).,. and the 
total export and import trade of Sham Chun is over 70,000 tons" 
From the above data, it is obvious that the scale of trade was much larger in 
Sham Chun Market than in the other two village markets of Hong Kong. 
Although the above data can only show the volume of junk trade, which can 
only be counted in part, many scholars have proposed that Sham Chun is the 
intermediate market town; whereas Nam Tau yamen is the central market 
57 See Robert Grove, "Militia Market and Lineage: Chinese Resistance to the Occupation of Hong Kong, 
New Territories in 1899," Journal of the Hong Kong Branch of Royal Asiatic Society, vol. 9, (1969)，pp. 
31-64. 
See "Building of Railway, its Conditions and Considerations," Hong Kong Government Gazetteer 
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town. In the case of Sham Chun Market, it has a better geographical 
location and transportation system by being located in the middle of Nam 
Tau yamen, and possesses many subordinate towns and villages. The Sham 
Chun River, from Sham Chun to its mouth, is 60 to 80 feet wide and at high 
tide and has a depth of 7 to 12 feet. This is navigable for both junks and 
launches. 
Reviewing the inscriptions on a stone tablet commemorating the renovation 
of Old Tai Wong Temple^^ we discover that many contributors came from 
Nam Pin Wai，Sai Pin Wai, Pingshan, Nam Tau and even Tung-kuan; which 
in turn indicates both transportation and communication between villages in 
surrounding areas. Further information concerning the sphere of marketing 
area can be found in the stone tablet in Old Tai Wong Temple; some of its 
shop owners came from nearby Shap Pat Heung, but others came from San 
On and other districts in Kwangtung^^. Yuen Long Market town, located on 
the western side of the New Territories and bordered on Sheung Ue, had its 
serving area stretching from the northern part of the New Territories; which 
was close to the Shenzhen to the mountain of Tai Mo Shan. It then fed 
directly into the Zhujiang, which connected Yuen Long Market town to 
other markets in the delta. 
In the San On region, there are several seas, rivers and streams. As a result, 
(Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1905), p.30. 
59 See Ng, Faure and Luk, 1986, p. 86, 
^Ibid,p.83. 
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water transportation was well-developed. From the records of the San On 
Gazetteer, there were at least 13 regular ferries in this area. During the 
Chia-ch'ing period, Yuen Long had several routes between Pak Mong and 
Tai Kai Shan (Lantau Island), as well as between Pak Mong and Yuen Long. 
A ferry travelling outside the San On area was called the "Long Distance 
Ferry". During the K'ang-his period, there were five routes with 18 ferries 
in the San On regioji alone, and five ferries between the Nam Tau and San 
On regions^\ 
Unfortunately, most of these routes ceased operating after the compulsory 
coastal evacuation. After a period, we know that there were ferries that 
traveled between Yuen Long, Shenzhen and Hong Kong Island. Also, from 
the aforementioned inscription of the Old Tai Wong Temple stone tablet, 
three shipping company names are listed: Shui Hop Ferry, Mau Lee Ferry 
and Wing Lee Ferry. Ferries were a common means of transportation in 
travelling to Old Yuen Long Market. It is said that cargo boats were moored 
along the wide estuary of the Yuen Long Chung river to load and unload 
goods. People who visited the Old Yuen Long Market disembarked at 
Sheung Lung Tau, which was the pier for many boats and sampans. 
Villagers came from the Castle Peak pier via the South Entrance to enter the 
Old Yuen Long Market.'' 
Shu Mao-guan, Z\mXiu and Wang Chong-xi, Xin An Xian Zhi, 24 juan, rev. ed 1819 (copy in CUHK), 
chapter 7，p. 19. 
^^  See Fung, 1996, p. 40 
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Besides water transportation，walking has always been the oldest, and most 
elementary form of transportation. Shoulder poles and carts were the major 
means of transportation. Markets were usually two or three hours away and 
over the hilly terrain. Villagers were used to walking, and were frequently 
loaded with produce and livestock to sell and exchange. Road transportation 
in Yuen Long was poor, since villages were only linked by stone paths of up 
to five feet wide. New roads，suitable for vehicles, had to wait until the 
arrival of British; who were more used to modem vehicles as opposed to the 
sedan chair. As a result, the sphere of influence was definitely limited by the 
primitive means of road transportation. 
2 4 The Operational Period of the Old Yuen Long Market town 
With its limitations of population and productivity, the Yuen Long region 
was not able to have a permanent market town. Old Yuen Long Market 
Town in the early stage was basically a periodic market in spite of the 
existence of those permanent shops. As in other parts of China，traders 
I 
traveled between markets and were present in a given town only on specified 
market days, or "operation day". Operation days allowed residents and 
traders to visit different markets in the same month. According to the 
research of Skinner: ^ ^ 
'The marketing 'week', along with the many other temporal cycles which 
regulate human activity in any society, may usefully be dichotomized as 
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either natural or artificial. Cycles of the former type are tied to the motions 
of the heavenly bodies，obvious examples being the lunar month and the 
various season of the solar year. Cycles of the latter type are units of so 
many days which recur in complete disregard of calendars tied to the 
motions of the sun or moon; when not artificial in origin, they have，like the 
Western month, been freed from the natural cycle which gave them birth." 
Yuen Long Market operated during the third, sixth and ninth days of each of 
the three ten-day periods in a lunar month. In short, the market days for 
Yuen Long were on the calendar days 3, 6, 9, 13, 16, 19, 23，26 and 29 of 
each lunar month. In fact, the lunar-hsun of scheduling system consists of 
many different schedules, and provides the most efficient distribution of 
market schedules on the landscape and the maximum regularity in terms of 
the spacing of market days. 
The alternation between periodic and continuous markets is almost a 
universal characteristic of rural market in agrarian societies. They only 
convened every few days. It is commonly agreed that the theoretical 
explanation for the existence of periodic market is based on the concept of 
threshold. This ‘refers to the minimum range of a good or service which is a 
function of population size and the ability to pay for the good or service in a 
given area.’似 Another concept is the maximum ranges employed by Walter 
See Skinner, 1993, pp.343. 
^ See Ng Yen-tak and Ng Lun, Ngai-ha, "The Dynamics of Market Town growth in the New Territories, 
with special reference to the Tai Po Markets," Geography Journal 1992 of Geography Dept. of the 
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Christaller as the maximum distance within which a consumer is willing to 
travel to purchase a good or service.^ ^ 
According to the principle of minimal conflict with the neighbors, the 
market days of Sham Chun Market were established on the 2nd, 5th and 8th 
days of each lunar month, and those of the Shek Wu Market of Sheung Shui 
were placed on the 1st, 4th and 7th. Surprisingly, however, one of the 
closest markets to Yuen Long - that of Tai Po - operated on the same 
schedule was Yuen Long. 
A possible explanation of this phenomenon is that Yuen Long Market town 
is located at the western part of the region, where was accessible from the 
mouth of the Zhujiang, while most of the people in the eastern portion had to 
go to the Tai Po Market. The potential consumers and sellers of these two 
markets were not the same group, as they could operate on the same day. 
Also, both Tai Po and Yuen Long markets were the same type of standard 
market which were supported by a intermediate markets, whose operation 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, (1992), pp. 26-33. 
See Charles M. Good, "Period Maricet: A Problem of Locational Analysis," The Professional 
Geography, vol. 24, no. 3, (1972), pp. 189-215. In short, we can try to understand by observing the 
behavior patterns of the village populations. 
On the side of the sellers, traders or producers, who travel from one market to another, is the inevitable 
phenomenon of the periodicity of markets. The total amount of demand encircled by the marketing area 
of any single rural maiket is insufficient to provide a profit level, which enables the sellers to survive. 
The periodic market enabled sellers to combine sales with production in an optimally efficient manner. 
On liie side of the consumer, the periodicity of markets reduces the distance of travel in obtaining the 
required goods and services. Long distance can limit both the demand area of the firm and the dependent 
area of a maiket. The distance which a villager is willing and able to travel is very much dependent on 
the mode of transportation available to him. In many parts of China, including the New Territories, 
villagers could not manage the trip to and from a major market in a single day. Furthermore, owing to the 
self-subsistent nature of an agrarian economy, no households in Chinese agrarian society would go to a 
market every day. 
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was not held on the usual third, sixth and ninth days of operation. This also 
explains the minimal commercial ties between Tai Po and Yuen Long 
Market. 
On their operation days, Yuen Long market town would be bustling with 
traders and buyers. As the streets were narrow, many hawkers had to gather 
in the open spaces outside the market area: In front of the South Entrance, 
cereal, noodles and pork were popular. Fish, meat, oil and sugar were 
concentrated at the East Entrance, as well as some gambling stores. 
2.5 Conclusion 
The Old Yuen Long Market town was the primary asset of the Yuen Long 
Kam Tin Tang for strengthening the influence of their lineage in the region. 
Through the management and the ownership of the market town, the 
network and sphere influence of the Kam Tin Tang extended far beyond 
Kam Tin，and grew not only beyond Ping Shan, but also to Ha Tsuen，Castle 
Peak, Pak Mong and even to Nam Tau. With the integrating function of this 
central market town and the administrative system of the Qing government, 
Yuen Long Kam Tin Tang became the most powerful lineage in the New 
Territories during the late Qing period until the early 20* century 
66 Some incidents in the past can be the supporting evidence for this statement During the late Qing 
period, some non Tang villagers had tried to establish a new village close to the area of the Kam Tin 
Tang's ancestral tomb in Tsuen Wan. With the opposition of the Kam Tin Tang, the migration of the 
non-Tang villagers had to be cancelled. In the early 20也 century, another group of villagers took the soil 
from the back of the hill (of the ancestral tomb), but were stopped again. Finally, the British government 
promised that no construction would be built in the area, no blockages would be erected in front of the 
tomb, and no other non-Tang member could be buried in the rest of the area in order to maintain the fung-
shui of the Kam Tin Tang. 
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With its limitations of population and productivity of the Yuen Long region 
in the early stage of development, the Old Yuen Long Market operated 
according to periodic basis. The operation cycle of the Old Yuen Long 
Market town revealed the coordination and cooperation amongst nearby 
markets, which helped in maximizing commercial capacity. Commercial 
ties and co-ordination with other markets also helped in expanding its 
networks and influence. With its operation cycle, the same groups of buyers 
and sellers could travel to purchase between markets on different market 
days. This not only facilitated the homogenization of culture within these 
marketing communities, the news and reputation of the Kam Tin Tang could 
also be more easily known. 
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3 Imposition of an Alien Administration 
：^  1 The Karly Period of British T.eased New Territories 
After the concession of the southern part of Kowloon Peninsula in 1860^ ,^ 
negotiation in London and Peking resulted in the grant of a lease of some 
355 square miles of territory of the province of San On adjoining the Colony 
for 99 years. This agreement then was regarded as an extension of Hong 
Kong territory. Although the British government tried to include Shenzhen 
as part of the 'new territory', after a series of conferences they agreed to use 
the Northern bank of Sham Chun River as the dividing line. In March 1899, 
the boundary between China and Hong Kong was drawn. This area later 
came to be known as the New Territories, and was comprised of the area 
north of Kowloon peninsula to Sham Chun River, Mirs Bay, Deep Bay (Hau 
Hoi Wan), 235 islands, and covered a total area of 975 sq. miles^ The lease 
of this territory was to begin on July 1st，1898, but it was not until April of 
the following year that they were taken over. 
The lease was effected during an interregnum between the governorship of 
Sir Arthur Robinson and Sir Henry Blake and it fell to the latter to make 
arrangements for taking over the territory. Stewart Lockhart, who held the 
joint posts of Colonial Secretary and Registrar General, and who was on 
67 The Hong Kong Island was ceded after Opium War by the Nanjing Treaty, 1843; while Kowloon 
Peninsula was ceded after the Second Opium War by the Beijing Convention, 1860, 
胡 See G. N. Orme. "Report on the New Territory，1899-1912," Sessional Paper (Hong Kong; 
Government Printer, 1912). 
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leave in England, was sent out to report and to inspect the area.^ ^ His report 
and recommendations were the basis for organization of the New Territories' 
administration. In Stewart Lockhart's 1898 report, he found that the New 
Territories boasted a population of some 100,000 distributed among 423 
villages. At that time，Yuen Long included today's Tuen Mun New Town, 
Tai Lam Chung and Lung Kwu Tan, and was the most populated area in the 
New Territories. 70 
When the New Territories were leased to Great Britain, Yuen Long was a 
small town that served as a marketing and distribution center for the 
surrounding rice-growing valley. According to Lockhart's report, Yuen 
Long's inhabitants were "simple and honest, and made a comfortable 
livelihood". The majority of them were engaged in the cultivation of grain, 
peanuts, taro, sugar cane and vegetables. Transportation was developed as 
villages were linked by stone paths, enabling travel on foot and by horse. At 
the time of the lease，Old Yuen Long Market consisted of 74 shops (which 
was double that of Tai Po Market at the same time); 25 of which dealt in 
milling or selling rice?� Although there is no official record of the 
population of Yuen Long at that period, we can infer from the figures 
provided for Tai Po that its population would have been around five to six 
hundred. 
69 During the period of 1806-1819, the East Indian Company had done a survey in the Hong Kong region. 
However, those reports are stored in the National Archives of Britain. 
7�Hong Kong Government, "Extracts from a Report by Mr. Stewart Lockhart on the Colony of Hong 
Kong," Hong Kong Sessional Papers, no. 9 (Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1899) pp. 181-198. 
71 Ibid 
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3.2 The Opposition from the Local Power?； of the New TQmtQrigs 
William Skinner has set a synthesis on the "closed" community of Chinese 
peasants^^. He believes that rural communities cycled from open to dose, 
which in turn depended on its internal structure and external relations. 
Chinese society at its heyday was a high-mobility system. However, once 
the dynasty declined, local communities closed up in return. When peace 
and order were restored, local communities opened up again. Although 
William had remarked on this system as "premature", it is interesting that I 
found preliminary evidence in the course of this research to support his 
theory on this mechanism. 
According to William's theory, several features can be found: For a 
normative level of closure，the local norms are reaffirmed，the subculture of 
the local system is re-emphasized, the resistance to the influence of 
exogenous cultural influence was increased, and sometimes xenophobic 
local chauvinism grew. For a coercive level of closure，the boundaries of the 
local community and the protection of the purity of local norms are 
strengthened. Alien culture and outsiders are expelled and local militias set 
up73. 
With the introduction of British administration and the growing contact of 
the New Territories with urban Hong Kong, the external environment of the 
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rural community of the area was shattered and became more threatening，the 
mechanism for maintaining community boundaries started and the social 
system was tightened. 
Education has always had a powerfiil appeal to the Chinese. The elite of the 
past made use of education as a tool for constructing local culture. Their 
education was a means from which to distinguish the orthodox from the 
heterodox, and to perpetuate practices sanctioned by the state. In the first 
half of the 20也 century, ssu-shu, or chia-shu^"^ education in the New 
Territories was mainly held privately in the local temples, ancestral halls, 
and lineage study halls^^ Tutor of these establishments was usually scholar 
of the late Qing period who had lost the position after the abolition of the 
Imperial Civil Service Examination in 1905"^ ^ There were no formal 
teaching institutions, as no regular syllabuses or classes were used. 
Occasional lectures were offered in the leisure time of the farming cycle. 
Although most parents in the New Territories region could not afford to let 
their children prepare for and undertake the imperial exam, they insisted 
72 See Skinner, 1971, pp. 270-281. 
73 Ibid 
"Ssu-shu" refers to "private schools"; while "chia-shu" refers to "family schools" which only admitted 
members of the same clan. In smaller villages, such as Tai Wai of Shatin, those chia-shu were also open 
to any who resided in the village. 
乃 Chau Wong Yi Kung Study Hall, Yi Tai Study Hall, Lau Keng Tong, Cheung Chun Yuen，Kun Ting 
Study Hall, and Shut Hing Stu办 Hall were the places for village education in the past. In the poorer 
villages such as those in Shatin, local temples and ancestral halls, such as Hon Wong Kung, Wai's 
ancestral halls served instead 
76 Before the abolition of the imperial civil service examination, candidates of the New Territories were 
required to sit for the examination in the prefectural capital under the provincial director of education in 
order to compete for the shen-yuan degree. In the New Territories, examination titles were very rare. In 
fact，Tang Man-wai of Kam Tin was probably the only chin-shin during the Qing <fynasty. Although 
dozens of p'ai-pien can be found in ancestral halls of the region, most of them did not directly belong to 
the natives, and some of them were instead gained by purchase. 
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Chinese inveterate concepts of value and code of conduct should be 
emphasized. Studying in the local vernacular school was the easiest way to 
be indoctrinated in these concepts. 
Based on various researches done by Anthony Sweeting, Wong Zhai-lok and 
Ng Lun Ngai-ha^^ respectively，we understand the development of the 
British colonial education system?容 in the New Territories to be very slow, 
and far behind the rest of China. When modern schools were established in 
China after the Self-Strengthening Movement, the concept of a modern 
educational system was not accepted by most villagers of the New 
Territories until the 1940s. 
This phenomenon is very different from the way things used to be. Since the 
New Territories was just a river away from the Mainland, and Nam Tau used 
to be the magistrate office (county) and central district of the region, the 
social system，cultural value and economy of the New Territories followed 
the lead of the Shenzhen region in the past. Despite the fact that modern 
schools had been widely established and rapidly developed in China and the 
77 See Anthony Sweeting, Education in Hong Kong, Pre-1841-1941 (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 
Press, 1900), Ng Lun Ngai-ha, "Village Education in the New Territories Region under the Ch'ing，，， 
David Faure, James Hayes and Alan Birch (ed)，From Village to City (Hong Kong: Center of Asian 
Studies, University of Hong Kong, 1984) and Wong Zhai-lok, A History of the Development of Chinese 
Education in Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Bo Wen Shu Ju, 1982) 
78 As Lee Kixan-yew pointed out, "It was the easy old-boy network of an elite at the very top of the 
English-educated group nurtured by the British colonial education system... The British public (private) 
school …encouraged networking through manner of speech, style and dress and a way of doing things." 
Although his comment concerned the upper class private school, it is undeniable that the British colonial 
education system in fact was a set of behavioral norms. The acceptance of this system indicates the 
acceptance of the western concept of value and way of doing things. See Lee Kuan-yew，The Singapore 
Story (Singapore: Prentice Hall, 1998)，p. 36. 
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rest of the Hong Kong region，vernacular education of the rural New 
Territories was kept intact by ignoring the needs of the time. This can be 
regarded as a normative level of "defense response,，of the villagers. Facing 
the challenge of an alien administrator and exogenous cultural influence， 
local leaders considered themselves as the last bastion of the conservative 
social doctrine, and therefore had the responsibility of safeguarding the local 
system; and in particular the traditional concept of value and local norms. 
Quixotically, they decide not only to fortify themselves against the 
introducing of foreign influence, but also to strengthen the internal force of 
the village and lineage: Instead of accepting the advantages of a foreign 
culture and exposing their own shortcomings, headstrong local leaders 
preferred to reassert old values and norms amongst their peers in the region 
in spite of the need for a better future. 
In the meantime, violent resistance of local comminutes to this process of 
intrusion and to the influence of exogenous cultural influence was strong in 
the beginning of British rule. Long before the British leased the New 
Territories, villages in southeastern China, had a tradition of local self-
defense, hsiang-yueh. Powerfiil lineage maintained fighting corps to protect 
villagers against rivals, such as pirates?^ and to impose their will upon weak 
neighbors. Sometimes injuries and deaths from clan fights occurred^®. 
79 Since the Ming dynasty, piracy prevailed on coastal areas. This situation was worsened after the 
Coastal Evacuation Policy (1662-1683). During the Qing dynasty, some of the pirate gangs in the Hong 
Kong region could even had up to 40000 members. 
80 At some temples in the New Territories such as Pat Heimg Old Temple，Ping Shin's Tat Tak Kimg Soh, 
soul tablets of martyrs can still be found 
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Usually when there were conflicts among villages, negotiations would be 
held by the village elders of both parties in the market temple-
In many parts of the New Territories, the lineage organizations dominated 
the scenes of non-official village government‘ The alteration of 
administrative authority from the Chinese to the British aroused the anger 
and suspicion of many local powers. As the self-styled guardians of Chinese 
culture and the benefactors of the Qing rule, many local lineage organized 
themselves into a new militia to resist the British occupation. This can be 
regarded as a coercive level of closure; whereby the boundaries of the local 
community are strengthened; and alien culture and outsiders are expelled. 
The larger the local lineage power, the greater the resources, and 
subsequently the larger the resistance movement. 
This kind of opposition was believed to be a crucial consideration of British 
policy in their development of the New Territories. In fact, their resistance 
occurred even before the takeover took place. In July, 1898, James H. 
Stewart Lockhart, the Colonial Secretary, was appointed as Special 
Commissioner to survey and report on the area that was to be leased. 
However, his research team was opposed by the villagers in the 'new 
territory'. 
Hundreds of Kam Tin villagers surrounded them, gentry declined to meet 
with them, and their requests in order to entering Kat Hing Wai were 
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rejected. Finally, James Lockhart had to resort to the use of 75 armed 
soldiers to enter Kat Hing Wai. On page 42 of the Sessional Paper, 1912 by 
G. N. Orme, District Officer, (9th June 1912), we find the following 
description: 
"Some resistance was experienced from discontented factions in 
and out of the territory, but this was soon put down without any 
loss on our side." 
However，the situation was not that simple. In order to prepare for the 
beginning of administration on 17th April 1899, the District Officer was 
instructed to build a temporary police masthead in Tai Po on 27th March. 
On 7th April 1899, a formal declaration of the extension of land was 
announced to the villagers of the area, and circulation were sent to the 
villages. The formal time of the hand-over was at 2:50 PM on 16th April 
1899. Though there were promises listed in the Convention to ensure the 
non-expulsion of the inhabitants of the leased territory and compensation for 
land resumed by the government for public purposes, the inhabitants of the 
New Territories were determined to resist the Britain occupation of their 
land. The Tang Lineage of Kam Tin, Ping Shan and Ha Hsuen (members 
such as Tang Chiu-yee, Tang Ching-wen, Tang Lai-sang, Tang Lam) were 
the leaders of the commandos. They were strongly supported by the other 
largest lineage; namely the Liu of Sheung Shui，the Pang of Fanling, the Hau 
of Ho Sheung Heung, and the Man of San Tin. The gentry and villagers in 
San-on and Dongguan also aligned themselves with them. On 18th April, 
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2600 villagers from Ping Shan, Ha Tsuen, Castle Peak, Sham Chun, Sha Tau 
and Dongguan arrived and joined the commandos, and a series of skirmishes 
occurred. Although the major resistance force was based in Yuen Long, the 
battlefield was situated primarily in Tai Po, where the center of British 
administration in the New Territories was located. Many died in the conflict, 
and these people are still greatly revered by their fellow villagers today. 
Tablets of martyrs from Kam Tin were erected at Miu Kwok Yuen. In Shap 
Pat Heung, the villagers give autumn offerings to the martyrs who are buried 
nearby at the Tai Shue Ha Tin Hau Temple. 
3 .3 The Administrative Policy of the British Hong Kong Government in the 
New Territories 
Since 1843, Hong Kong was ruled under Letters Patent of April 5-6, 1843 
(or Hong Kong Charter) and Royal Instruction. Hong Kong was ruled under 
the system of Crown Colonies of the 19也 century. Under the governor, there 
was a legislation council and an executive council, all of whose members 
were appointecfi. According to the above legal binding. Hong Kong was 
solely controlled by the British government via the Colonial Office in the 
name of the royal king of England. 
There are three main types of Crown Colonies. The first type is tailored for military strategic areas, 
such as Gilbratar, and the FoUdand Islands. Governor is the sole administrator of the region. The second 
type is those areas ruled by a governor with a legislation coxmcil and an executive council. The members 
of these councils can be appointed or elected. Usually this system is applied to places with a large 
number of British immigrants, such as Malta, Cyprus or Bermuda. The third type is area where a 
governor had two councils is used, but the council members are all appointed. Asian and African 
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At the beginning of the occupation, some officials in the British government 
proposed to rule the 'new territory' separately through a special group of 
officials，and to divide it between Hong Kong Island and the Kowloon 
Peninsula. Because of opposition from the Department of Foreign Affairs 
and the Hong Kong Governor, this proposal was dropped. 
Due to the strong opposition and the antagonistic attitude of the villagers 
against the British takeover in 1899 and the traditional predominance of non-
official local systems within the villages, the British Hong Kong government, 
with the support of the British home government, decided to minimize 
government interference in the administrative system of the leased area as 
much as possible in order to respect the traditional mode of villages' life and 
to adopt as far as was feasible the existing method of government to the new 
constitutions. Village local systems and elders would be respected and 
consulted, but would also be put under the supervision of a travelling 
magistrate appointed by the British Hong Kong government. Also, the 
power of the local lineage and their headmen would be largely reduced to a 
district customary level. This policy was one of the crucial principles for the 
British ruling of the New Territories. We can easily identify the policy 
concerning this principle from government documents. One of the earliest 
records is from the Lockhart's Report in the Hong Kong Government 
Gazette, 1899. 
colonies of this type included Hong Kong, Ceylon and Mauritius. See Alexander Grantham, Via Ports: 
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"The existing village organization should be maintained and 
utilized and... the village tribunals should continue to decide 
local cases... Under Chinese rule, the remoteness，the danger 
and the expense of the Central courts had left much authority to 
local elders and especially to those entrusted with powers of 
collecting tax. Under British rule their authority naturally 
decayed，though they sometimes continued to be the medium 
dealing with the villagers, solving problem of local customs, 
disputed successions, fungshui and such like."^^ 
As a result，certain Chinese customary laws regarding marriage, inheritance 
and land were retained and officially recognized in dealing with the original 
local inhabitants. Few changes were brought to the social landscape of many 
well-established regions of the New Territories 
After Lockhart resumed his office of Chief Secretary, the New Territories 
was divided into two parts: The New Territories North being the area of the 
mainland between the Kowloon mountain and the Chinese frontier, and the 
New Territories South consisting of the islands. According to the Hong 
Kong Government Gazette of 15th April 1899, a Local Committee 
Ordinance was drawn up. The area also was divided into eight districts and 
forty-eight sub-districts for the appointment of committee-men or elders. 
The committee-men for each sub-districts were appointed based on the 
nomination's of the villagers, after receiving the approval of the Governor. It 
was intended to establish village tribunals for the districts to regulate the 
From Hong Kong to Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1965) 
幻 See footnote 70. 
財 The British government again expressed their aim of using the influence of the local leaders to facilitate 
their administration. 
"The committee members would possess influence in their immediate neighborhood, whose advice is 
listened to and those lead in generally followed Each village with a population of fifty to one hundred 
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affairs of the villages and to act as a bridge to link the government to local 
residents.84 This was similar to that had been established and successfully 
utilized in Ceylon. 
Eventually, only few regions finally submitted a report nominating names of 
their gentry and village elders. It was expected that those on the list were the 
prominent local leaders. However, neither the local records nor oral 
interviews could identify those names on the list as leading men in the 
villages at that time. The composition of this local tribunal may have 
affected its effectiveness for the government. 
Since the benefactor, the prominent lineage leaders possessed a well-
developed system for the management of local affairs before the time of the 
British arrival, their resistance to the ruling of the British was strong. In 
other words, the dominating rural elders did not wish to be part and parcel of 
the British Empire in either political or social policy. They rejected to join 
the proposed committee, since it would not dramatically increase their 
powers in the villages; whereas the less prominent rural powers preferred to 
accept this position in order to increase their influence in the area. 
was entitled to nominate one committee-maiL No regulation and supervision were imposed on the 
procedure of the nomination and was left entirely to local arrangements". See ibid 
^ In 1907, the New Territories was again divided into Northern and Southern districts for administrative 
purposes, each under a District Office headed by a District Officer and an Assistant District Officer. 
Aside from performing the duties of collecting rents for the Crown and controlling of the use of land, they 
also served as magistrates for criminal and civil matters. This separation of the New Territories 
administration from the central urban administration was maintained until after the Second World War. 
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Even though the placid British government had emphasized their respect 
towards the traditional mode of life and even practiced this as per their 
promise of '"No regulation and supervision to be imposed on the procedure 
of the nomination", this did not mean that they were going to allow the 
villagers a high degree of autonomy. In fact, the degree of local autonomy 
was reduced. In the past, the Qing policy of sending a travelling magistrate 
to the distant villages allowed them a higher degree of local autonomy in 
between these infrequent visits. By reviewing several lines from the 
Sessional Paper of 1989, there is no doubt as to the sole fixnction of 
arbitration of this village tribunal: 
“I agree with Lockhart that the existing organization should be 
maintained and utilized an appeal should lie to the itinerant 
Magistrate from the village tribunals, and from him to the 
governor, this latter course being preferable in my opinion to an 
appeal to the supreme court. An Ordinance will be necessary 
framed on the line of the Ceylon Ordinance No. 24 of 1889 to 
legalized define the powers of the village and district Councils or 
Tribunals''." 
Essentially, the issue of appeal would be delivered from the most basic level 
of the village tribunal to the itinerant magistrate, then from the magistrate to 
the governor，and finally to the supreme court秘 In other words, the power 
of the local lineage was reduced and withdrawn, when compared to that of 
the past. 




The establishment of the British rule was apparently successful. Evidence 
can be found by the establishment of police control and the court system. 
Both of these two institutions found almost immediate acceptance by the 
villagers, and handled a very heavy volume of cases involving civil matters 
or requests for arbitration，？ 
Aside from the alterations to the system and the form of local administration， 
another element was of much greater importance in the eyes of both the 
British government and the local elders, and had to be resolved immediately 
after taking over the New Territories. This element was the title to the land， 
which concerned both the registration of land and the taxlord's 
compensation. Before this problem could be settled, however，the collection 
of revenue from the New Territories also proved to be a difficult matter; as 
the Chinese government had not bequeathed any collection scheme that was 
considered consistent with British principles 
After the British undertook a Cadastral survey on the entire New Territories 
in 1900-1905, land ownership rights proved to be the major source of 
disputes as the claims of bottom-soil owners and taxlords were settled 
mostly in favor of the permanent soil cultivators by the survey team. 
Reports of the early British magistrates in the rural districts indicate a heavy 
volume of cases，many involving the civil matters and the ownership of land. 
Local village leaders and elders then played a much less prominent role as 
87 See footnote 70. 
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arbitrators. The importance of local landlords of great lineage were also 
greatly weakened by this process of land registration as, which deprived 
them of much of their original claims. The biggest landlord in the New 
Territories at that time also claimed that they have lost a large portion of 
their farmland, amounted to more than 2,000 sek，due to the land re-
registration in 1900s. The lands were lost to their tenants from Yuen Kong, 
Sheung Tsuen, Wang Toi Shan and Lin Fa Tei of Pat Heung. Since the 
Tangs only knew the name of the tenants instead of the location of the land, 
they were unable to sustain their claim in many c a s e s . 
To expedite the work of land registration，a survey was made by Messrs. 
Tate and Newland between November 1899 and May, 1903. In the 
meantime，the registration of claims was being carried out from July 1899. 
The land-holders were allowed to register their titles at an office in the new 
territory instead of having to waste time by travelling to an office in 
Victoria'' 
Local inhabitants were worried about the government's intention in 
implementing this Crown Rent Roll，and feared that the government 
intended to take away their land. In fact, both tenants and landlords 
misunderstood this policy from the beginning. According to the report of 
Joseph Chamberlain, M. P. in the New Territories, as recorded in the 
肪 See Chan Wing-hoi, "The Tangs of Kam Tin and their Jiu Festival," Journal of the Hong Kong Branch 
of the RoyalAsiatic Society, vol. 29 (1989), p. 325. 
89 See footnote 85. 
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Sessional Papers of 1900, the tenants had been under the impression that if 
they made payment to the government, and would not have to pay rent to 
their landlords, they would forthwith be regarded as the owners of the land; 
and that they would therefore permanently be free from the payment of rent 
to their landlords. The landlords, afraid of losing their rent as well as their 
land, were naturally greatly perplexed. 
However, although there was strong resistance in the early period of the 
takeover and many suspicions as to the intentions of the government, local 
residents eventually became satisfied with the arrangement. It is believed 
that this was due to the efficiency of the administration, which gained local 
support through the process of arrangement. Evidence of this can be found 
in the Report on the N. T., 1899-1912 by G. N. Orme, District Officer (9th 
June, 1912), 
“On the whole, the work of land settlement and the machinery 
provided for subsequent land administration have been eminently 
successful, and the people have shown a growing readiness to 
make use of it. A minimum of legal formality and a maximum 
of simplicity and elasticity have tended to inspire confidence and 
to wean the land owners to our matter-of-fact system. 
Also, the British government kept their word by providing compensation to 
14 elders of the Northern District for the loss of their right to be 'taxlords'. 
252.33 acres of Crown Land in the Northern District were selected by each 
‘taxlord, in proportion to the value of the right claimed by him. These 
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'Taxlord' schedules were completed on August 1909, without any major 
discontent.9i Later, another program was initiated to compensate for 
compensating the land claimed for building railways and public construction, 
which again demonstrated the equitable nature of the new government. 
"With a few years of the British takeover in 1899，agencies of the 
British Colonial government superseded the village alliance 
organizations in many areas - especially defense and the 
settlement of case at law 诚 
The new government also incorporated the major village alliances into the 
administrative structure it established，conferring semi-official status on 
recognized alliance leaders. 
3.4 Conclusion 
The theory of William Skinner impels me to view the response of the 
villages as part of the mechanism of the "open" to "closed" society. I have 
noticed the development of the education in the New Territories, which is 
similar with the features Skinner describes for normative level of closure. 
However, in this example of Yuen Long, violent resistance in the form of the 
local militia belongs to the coercive level of closure. It indicates that two 
level of response may happen at the same time. Based on the same hatred 
towards the influence of exogenous cultures and local chauvinism, these two 
90 See footnote 68. 
91 Things seemed to be settled according to the government reports (See footnote 80.). However，with the 
alteration of Crown Rent Roll in 1922, government changed the amount of compensation by redefining 
"the use of land" and by neglecting the potentiality of the ancestor' land Finally, the discontent among 
the indigenous villagers led to the establishment of Heung Yee Kuk in 1926. 
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levels of "closure" response can be regarded as a type of defensive reaction. 
Facing the challenge of the alien administrator and exogenous cultural 
influence, local leaders considered themselves to be the last bastion of the 
conservative social doctrine, and thus entrusted with the responsibility of 
safeguarding the local system, the traditional concept of value and the local 
norms. Quixotically, they did not only fortify themselves against the coming 
of foreign influence tooth and nail, but also strengthened the internal force of 
the village and lineage. A sense of belonging became a security blanket to 
the diehard villagers. By using conservative social doctrine, the controlling 
lineage could also refresh their influence in the region. Instead of accepting 
the advantages of a foreign culture and thereby exposing their own 
shortcomings, headstrong local leaders preferred to reassert the old values 
and norms that they shared with all their peers, in spite of the need for a 
better future. 
By reviewing the early administration of British rule and the reaction of the 
local villagers, I come to a preliminary conclusion. There are two stages of 
feedback: From stubborn resistance, to acceptance and fiision with the 
British administration. In the earlier stages, the villages resisted the 
bureaucratic and cultural intrusion, tension was formed and armed resistance 
was the result. Since the village community structure was under the pressure 
of intrusion，community solidarity then was weakened from the loss of the 
rights. Such as the right to be a taxlord, the judge and the defender for the 
92 See footnote 68. 
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village, which had been replaced by various effective systems of the new 
government. 
In the meantime，the British government sought to diminish the traditional 
relation between the power of the government and the old code of norms; 
while simultaneously, respecting and accepting their existence by allowing 
the villagers to keep their lineage properties, customs, and right of 
inheritance^l Deliberately，the British Hong Kong government established 
another system of administration, which was not based on the identification 
with the old. Gradually, with the introduction of modern education and new 
elements，the capacity of the traditional concept of value to articulate local 
inhabitants was dimished. 
The old and prominent community leaders refused to serve the new 
government as they rejected to join the local tribunal, thus opening the way 
for the rise to power of new local lineage leaders. Official title was no 
longer pursued as the only way of expressing leadership aspirations by 
gaining prestige. Wealth was now the most important attribute of village 
leadership. The efforts of the new government to form an alliance with this 
new elite served to consolidate its power. The introduction of new resource 
and new forms of administration, which accompanied the effort to expand 
control in the village, tended to exacerbate local competition and highten the 
rivalries between lineage. It destabilized the village's political structure. 
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The old rivalry among Kam Tin and Ha Tsuen and Ping Shan assumed a 
new dimension with the intrusion of the new government and the changed 
circumstances of the new regime. It also led to the beginning of stage two; 
the shift from resistance to fusion. 
It is interesting to examine why the new British Hong Kong government 
transformed the bases of local authority as it sought to create new forms of 
leadership and implement new and lenient policies to the villagers. We have 
to understand the motive of the British at the turn of the century: For them. 
Hong Kong was a stepping stone to China. Ad hoc policy instead of long-
term planning was the usual practice. Since the area they chose to develop 
was Hong Kong Island, the first series of economic changes stemming from 
the impact of the West was a focus on Hong Kong Island instead of the 
barren area of the New Territories. At that time, the New Territories was 
isolated and had no good harbor facilities. At the time when the New 
Territories was ceded. Hong Kong Island had already been developed for 
many years, as it had been ceded since the Treaty of Nanjing in 1942. There 
was therefore no immediate need for the British to grasp the power from the 
local lineage at the time. 
After learning their lesson in India and facing the headstrong resistance from 
the controlling lineage in the New Territories，the British Colonial Office 
had not made much effort on deepening and strengthening its command over 
93 For example, in 1910, Hong Kong government issued Chapter 97 of the Hong Kong Ordinance, which 
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the rural society of the New Territories. According to the Cadastral Survey 
of the New Territories in 1900-1905, the economic and social life in the area 
was barely stirred by the new government. A series of customary laws were 
passed to protect the "traditional customs" of the villagers, by which certain 
Chinese customary laws regarding marriage, inheritance, and land were 
retained and officially recognized. 
On the other hand, in practicing its respect toward Chinese tradition, the 
British Colonial government allowed the villagers to govern certain areas of 
its internal affairs according to its own customs, but did not give the 
villagers any autonomy in sovereign sense. A constraint degree of control 
had been applied in the area. “Control，，in this research can be regarded as 
the efforts of the Colonial government in securing its share of society's 
resources, and in insuring that its conception of social order had been 
maintained. In a way, the conventional controlling lineage power has to be 
counterbalanced for the reason that it is a threat to the new government, 
which was fully demonstrated by the previous armed resistance. Taking the 
advantage of the new land arrangement and administrative system, the 
ambitious village elite from the relatively minor lineage was encouraged and 
started to encroaching on the sphere of the age-old dominated lineage power. 
The impact on rural communities of the new administrative arrangements 
therefore，was felt most sharply in the realm of the old lineage leadership. 
named the son of the family as the legal heir in the absence of a last will and testament. 
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However, the solidarity of the communities on the whole has been 
maintained, since the local political structure remained intact despite the 
increased pressures from the new ruler. The villagers coped as best they 
could with the new impositions, under their lineage leaders. 
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4 Emergence of the New Market 
The basic proposition underlying this chapter is to understand the influence 
of the British government in the power structure of Hong Kong rural society 
by examining the transformation of Yuen Long Market Town. The focus is 
on the management and leadership of the market town. Over the past 
centuries the area has developed marketing facilities from Tai Kiu Tun 
Market to Old Yuen Long Market, then to New Yuen Long Market, in 
response to the need of the region. In the process of the market town's 
development，its leadership and management have organized in a variety of 
ways to adjust with the outside challenges. Those challenges included the 
competition of nearby markets, the rise of neighbor lineage, the introduction 
of new management and communication system, the introduction of an alien 
government and new policies, the alteration of cultural norms, and later the 
influx of mainland population and the pressure of urbanization. 
The arrival of the British colonial administration in 1899 did not bring any 
immediate or major impact on either the economy or the social life of Hong 
Kong rural society, despite the important political change. The lifestyle 
patterns and conditions of the common Yuen Long villagers were still 
similar with those in Mainland China across the border. Evidence of this can 
be found in the following government report: 
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"The majority of the people live in small villages... During the 
last 12 years these general characteristics have altered little 
except for the extension of the urban district of Yaumati on the 
west ofKowloon along the coast into Sham Shui Po." 94 
''No serious attempt seem to have been made (to plant cash crop) 
by the natives... to cultivate with a view to supplying to Hong 
Kong market ”95 
“A visitor to the Territory of 1899，upon returning in 1912, 
would find changes to remark in the outward appearance of the 
country, but he would not find the life or character of its 
inhabitants greatly altered.，，96 
The outward appearance was changed with the construction of roads and 
railways in the Tai Po region as it was the administrative and military center 
of the New Territories at the time. Alterations in the Yuen Long region were 
even more limited. According to the census of the Hong Kong Government, 
the population in the New Territories from 1901 to 1911 and 1921 is only 
varied from 851,000 to 838,000 and 832,000 representatively^^. The 
population in the Yuen Long area increased from 1921 to 1931 is from 
23,338 to 27,250 only 卯 In fact, according to the official census of 191 严， 
the difference in population was not large when compared with the ‘rough， 
estimate performed by Lockhart regarding the population in 1898^ ®^ Only a 
small degree of mobility were involved. This situation did not change until 
94 See footnote 69. 
Ibid. 
他 Ibid. 
97 C. P. Low, "The Popiilation: a Spatial Analysis," T. N. Chiu and C. L. So (eds.), A Geography of Hong 
Kong (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1986), pp. 148-184. 
'^Ibid 
卯 See footnote 69. 
100 Stewart Lockhart, "Report on the Extension of the Colony of Hong Kong," Correspondence (20 June, 
1898 to 20 August, 1900) Respecting the Extension of the Boundaries of the Colony, Colonial Office, 
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the end of the Second World War. 
In the villages, villagers in the New Territories still lived with the protection 
and control of various big lineage or clans. From Lockhart's report of 1900, 
we find a description of the villagers' life. 
"Small villages and hamlets often place themselves under the 
protection of large and influential clans, to which they refer all 
their complaints, and from which they expect assistance in case 
of attack, robbery, and lawsuits. In some instance, the smaller 
villages pay their land to the Government through the influential 
dans.,遍 
According to the Sessional Paper of 1912，one change indicated the 
eclipsing of the influence of the old large lineage: 
"Before the New Territories was taken over, many Puntis 
villages were living on their capital, on "squeezes" from their 
neighbors, and on pay received from the government for 
collecting taxes. Under British rule, these sources of revenue 
soon failed and the older families became impoverished; but their 
frugal neighbors, and especial the Hakkas, released from these 
former exaction，thence forward increased rapidly in number and 
riches at their expense.,观 
This section in the report demonstrated the influence of the new policy that 
the new government imposed. The most important work to be accomplished 
after taking over the New Territories was the allocation and registration of 
all privately owned land. By depriving the "taxing" privileges of the large 
November, 1900. 
肌 See footnote 68. 
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lineage, their income and power were decreased. The new regime 
encouraged the promotion of certain minor lineage to counterbalance the old 
dominating lineage and to consolidate its local influence. New policies 
made way for the rise of the minor lineage and clans in the area. 
Furthermore, many of the old and prominent community leaders refiised to 
serve the new government as they rejected to join the local tribunal, thus 
opening the way for the rise to power of new local leaders. The introduction 
of new resource, and a new form of administration tended to exacerbate 
lineage competition and highten the rivalries between lineage. The old 
rivalry among Kam Tin Tang, Ha Tsuen Tang, Ping Shan Tang and other 
smaller clans and lineage in the region assumed a new dimension with the 
intrusion of the new government and the changed circumstances of the new 
regime. 
4 1 The formation of a New Alliance 
Since the power of the local dominating lineage was largely weakened by a 
strong British government, many other rising powers would definitely want 
to challenge the fading lineage power. The new wealth was a major factor in 
the reshuffling of local power among the lineage. This new power or 
nouveaux riches struggled hard to gain ascendancy over the old one，which 
retained some essential cultural elements as tools to gain the trust of the 
stubborn villagers. 
What sort of qualifications did those leaders need to carry? What kind of 
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leaders could on one hand meet the expectation of the villagers, while on the 
other hand follow the policy of the new government? Since there was not 
much pressure coming from the outside world, the new leaders should be 
those who possessed enormous influential power in the region，who knew 
the regulations of the old game’ and who held the keys of legitimacy. 
Stimulated by the model of Tai Po^^ and supported by the introduction of 
the new government, many nouveaux riches of the minor lineage in the New 
Territories were ready to play a more important role in the rural political 
arena. 
Without the presence of another single dominating lineage, which held a 
larger portion of land in Yuen Long and which had prestigious social status 
earned from the glorious past，it seemed inevitable to aggregate the strength 
of several villages and lineage to counterbalance the Kam Tin Tang lineage. 
It was said that the strongest opposition against the Old Yuen Long Market 
came from the Tang lineage of Ha Tsuen in the past. During the 19th 
century. Ha Tsuen tried to build their own market. In order to facilitate the 
establishment of their new market，they had several ferries connecting to 
Chan Tsuen, Hong Kong Island, Nam Tau, Shiling, Guangzhou and Foshan. 
By 1905, there were even 28 shops in Ha Tsuen Market; however, it 
eventually collapsed because of construction in Tin Shui Wai, which blocked 
肪 The example of Tai Wo Shi not only showed the success in building up a new market under a modem 
form of management, it also proved the possibility for the rise of a new form alliance of multi-lineage to 
bypass the influence of the old dominating lineage. It set the model to encourage many nouveaux riches 
of different lineage for developing new industries and businessmen to counterbalance the monopoly of 
the old power in the New Territories. 
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the waterway!似. 
Although Ha Tsuen Tang was powerful in their area, they were unable to 
challenge the domination of the Old Yuen Long Market. Finally, a 
combination of clan leaders from Pat Heung, Ping Shan, Shap Pat Heung, 
Tuen Mun, San Tin and Ha Tsuen - Tang Ying-seng, Ng Shing-chih, Leung 
Wai-tai, Tang Ho-yuen, Lai Yik-choi and Yik Tsan-san - formed the ‘Luk 
Yuek，，which was a loose union centered on the market. Unlike other 'yuek，， 
Luk Yuek consisted of no sub-districts. ^ ^^  Instead Luk Yuek consisted of 
Wo Keng Shan, Ping Yeung and Nga Yiu Ha; Fung Wong Wu and Lo Shue 
Ling (Chow Tin at present); Shan Kai Wat，Kan Tau Wai, Lei Uk and Tai Po 
Tin; Tsung Yuen Ha, Chuk Yuen and Luofang; Ping Che，long Fong and 
Xilingxia; and Heung Yuen Wai, Aoxia, Liantang, and Hengganxia. All of 
these areas were located on two tributaries that flowed into the Shenzhen 
river.106 
This alliance represents a Punti-Hakka inter-village linkage. Economic 
benefit and common sentiment shared by the Punti and Hakka outweighed 
dialect and cultural differences in this case. It seems that geographic 
proximity and territorial organization overshadowed the kinship unity, 
despite the alliance consisting of overlapping groups along lines of both 
104 According to the interviews conducted with Genng Shing Cheung, the vice-chainnan of the Yuen 
Long Merchants Association and Wong Yin Ming, the geomancer of the Old Tai Wong Temple of the 
Yuen Long Market on July 2000. 
奶 The name of 'Luk Yuek' was first mentioned in the govemment documents in 1898 by Lockhart 
concerning the division of the New Territories into districts. 
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descent and territorial relationships. 
In Maurice Freedman's study, the term 'alliance' referred an organization, 
which consisted of groupings of different surnames. This was known as 
‘yuek, in Hong Kongi�?. In the New Territories，‘yuek, is usually formed by 
a group of weaker neighboring lineage to counterbalance or to constrict the 
influence of few controlling lineage as a defense alliance. This kind of inter-
village arrangement is common in marketing areas to maintain fair trade and 
market rights, and is important for the unification of powers from different 
lineage based on the same territory. 
The Luk Yuek of Yuen Long market town was based on its involvement in 
the new market town，but its role in the managerial fiinctions of the market 
was descending with the establishment of Hop Yik Company. In order to 
establish the Hop Yik Company, Luk Yuek issued 10,000 shares worth $2 
each. By 1915, New Yuen Long Market Town was set up to compete with 
the old market town of the Kam Tin Tang lineage. 
4.2 The Establishment and the Development of the New Yuen Long Market 
Town 
According to the recollections of Tang Lai-man, an official of the Hop Yik 
Company, we know that one of the founders of Hop Yik was Tang Lai-
man's grandfather. Tang Yun-shan. The other founders were Lai Pak-fuk 
io6SeeFawe, 1986, p. 100 
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and Tai Kun. During the running of Old Yuen Long Market, the Nam Pin 
Wai market was dominated by the Tang lineage of Kam Tin. The ownership, 
management and profit of the market therefore went to this lineage. 
Discontent became widespread in the other six townships of the Yuen Long 
district. These notably involved complaints against the market owner and 
the fact that Kam Tin people did not pay any tax on the items that they sold. 
Also, there were rumors of unfairness in market transactions. It was said 
that if a Kam Tin person stepped on one's goods, the owner would have to 
sell those goods to them at whatever price that the offender o f f e r e d • � 
Even though those rumors have not been verified and sound exaggerated, it 
definitely provides a justification for the establishment of the New Yuen 
Long Market Town for the local residents. What factors would have led to 
the establishment of New Yuen Long Market Town in 1916? The 
demonstrations against the Tai Po Old Market Town and the establishment 
of the Tai Wo Shi certainly encouraged the leaders of Hop Yik Company. 
The location of the New Yuen Long Market Town may also be able to 
provide us with some ideas. There was a bridge linking Old Yuen Long 
Market town and the Tive-Street Area' later known as New Yuen Long 
i�8 Another rumor concerning the reason for establishing Yuen Long New Market Town: According to 
the interviews conducted with Geung Shmg Cheung, the vice-chairman of the Yuen Long Merchants 
Association and Wong Yin Ming on 4也 July 2000, there is an article written by the radio talk-show host, 
Leung Ka-wing, one unpopular rumor stat^ that, around 80 years ago，the Japanese had discovered the 
tasty quality of Yuen Long rice and spread this news around their country. Many Japanese then went to 
Yuen Long to buy their rice，thus leaving no rice for local consumption. A rice riot - lead by Tang Chi-
shing, a merchant in Nam Pin Wai - began. Tang was sent to prison for two years for leading a 
disturbance of the public peace. After he was reprieved, he led a campaign to establish a new market and 
to boycott the old Since Tang Chi-shing was just a staff of Hop Yik Company, this rumor is obviously 
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Market Town. The Old Market's traders and customers who made use of 
water transportation would get off at Shui Lung Tau. Furthermore, Old 
Yuen Long Market town had a problem of land shortage, which affected 
ftiture development, as per aerial photo 5.1 and 5.2. The Old Yuen Long 
Market town was surrounded by a large fish pond, which prevented the 
market's expansion. As a result, when the existing old market town was no 
longer able to cope with the volume of trade, sellers began to sell their goods 
in places other than the Old Yuen Long Market town. While in case of the 
New Market town，there was a great deal of additional open space to cater 
for the increasing population and demand (see fig. 5.1 & 5.2). These 
conditions led to the establishment of New Yuen Long Market town and the 
formation of Hop Yik Company in 1916. 
By 1915, a new market town was established to compete against the Old 
Yuen Long Market town of the Kam Tin Tang lineage, and was located to 
the south of the original market. The distance of this new market was only 
few hundred yards away from Nam Pin Wai. It consisted of five streets: 
Hop Yik Street, Hop Fat Street, Hop Shing Street, Hop Wo Street and Hop 
Wo Hau Street. Since it consisted of five streets which all began with 'Hop', 
it also had another name: 'Five-Hop Street' New Market. In the beginning 
of its opening, there were around 30 buildings with approximately one 
hundred stalls; including pawnshops, grocery shops, dry seafood shops and 
bottle shops. Using map provided by Yuen Long District Board (see fig. 2.2 
unreliable. 
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& 2.3), the scale of the New Yuen Long Market town in the early years can 
be determined. New Yuen Long Market town was built along the Yuen 
Long Tai Ma Road. Between Yuen Long Tai Ma Road and Hop Yik Streets, 
there were around thirty-five shops. Nine shops of varying sizes were 
established between Hop Wo Street and Hop Wo Hau Street, with around 
another twenty-four shops located in two rows between Hop Wo Street and 
Hop Shing Street. Sixteen shops could be found between Hop Shing Street 
and Kuk Ting Street，with some thirty-five shops linked up in two rows in 
Hop Fat Street and Tai Cheung Street. Finally another fifteen shops were 
situated at the edge of the market facing Tai Cheung Street. Among all these 
shops, two restaurants，Lok Tin and Man Fong, were established. Pork 
shops, stationary shops and pawnshops were also common within the market 
area. It is much bigger in scale than the Old Yuen Long Market town. 
Just several years after the establishment of New Yuen Long Market town, 
the businesses in Old Yuen Long Market Town were unable to compete with 
those of the new one. Aside from providing relief from the long-suppressed 
grievances against the Kam Tin people who dominated the Old Market, New 
Yuen Long Market town also provided an advantage in the form of its new 
transportation network. 
With the improvement in transportation, the sphere of influence of the 
market town and its leaders was increased. In the early days of the New 
Yuen Long Market town, water transportation was the major means of 
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transportation. Goods were loaded and unloaded from boats moored at Tung 
Tai (the eastern embankment) and Sai Tai (the western embankment)，thus 
giving rise to the names of Tung Tai Street and Sai Tai Street. First of all. 
New Yuen Long Market town was located right next to the Tai Ma Road, 
which was the major road linking the urban area. The New Market town 
was also close to the developing urban areas of the Yuen Long region (see 
fig. 1.2, 5.1 & 5.2). There was also a bridge that allowed the population of 
the older areas，such as Nam Pin Wai to come over to the new market town. 
As a result, many shops in Old Yuen Long Market Town finally moved to 
the New Market town, which gained the full support of the residents of the 
Yuen Long region. 
In 1911, the Kowloon-Canton Railway (KCR) began operating. Four years 
later，Tai Po Road and Castle Peak Road were completed. Road 
transportation was then improved since 1912 between Yuen Long，Fanling 
and Castle Peak.i^ These roads and the KCR opened Yuen Long to motor 
traffic from the city，and goods imported from various countries could be 
transported to Yuen Long and subsequently Pao-an county. Goods were not 
only consumed locally, but also found their way to Sha Tau Kok and Sheung 
Shui. Local farm products could also exported around the city and the world. 
The shop owners of the New Yuen Long Market town came from Pat Heung 
and as far away as Kuang-tung and some came from old market town. China 
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traders from Ch'ih-mei and Nam Tau would still sail to Yuen Long with 
their products in the early period of development. This new market town 
was also popular among the other Tsat Hseung. New Yuen Long market 
town reached its peak in the 1930s and sought for expansion, and as a result 
the Hop Yik Company built two more streets in 1933: Tai Cheung Street and 
Tai Fung Street. ‘Ting，was built for different types of products. Along Kuk 
Ting Street, a series of brick 'ting' were built for poultry, pig and vegetables. 
There was even a ‘ting, for the sale of cereal in the area between Kuk Ting 
Street and Tai Ma Road. 
4 3 The function of the Hop Yik Company 
In the past, a special representative — called a “gau hui kung" — was selected 
from each village by village elders to handle conflicts and administration for 
the village on each of the nine market days of each month. In this New 
Yuen Long Market Town, any disputes among villagers, could be brought 
before the management，the representative of Hop Yik Company, of the 
market. 
Major income of the New Market came from hawkers' rents of market 
stalls, property transactions, and fees for running public weighing-scale at 
侧 Footnote 68. 
110 The market generated substantial income in the charges of "scales" and other types of commissions. 
Public weighing scales existed in Old Yuen Long Market. The owner of the market acted as an impartial 
middleman to guarantee fairness in its transactions and measurements in return for a commission. The 
Tang lineage would send their staff to take charge of the measurements every market day. This system 
was essential as it was impossible for every trader to bring their own bulky measurement scales to the 
market. Furthermore, it was good for the general reputation of the market. 
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the market Part of the profit of the company，which could be applied by 
local villagers for village projects，was used for charitable purposes and 
public services. Income from the weighing-scale franchise went to the 
Management Committee of the Yuen Long Weighing Scale Commission 
Charitable Fund. An annual income of about HK$30,000 was paid out to the 
Yuen Long Pok Oi Hospital (15%)"^ the Yuen Long Saint John Ambulance 
Service (24%), the Yuen Long Middle School Management Committee (5%) 
and various other social welfare institutions or programs.^^^ In 1913，funds 
were raised for constructing a hospital. In addition, several tiled houses in 
New Yuen Long Market were purchased at a low price from Hop Yik 
Company as the Pok Oi Hospital's property for the welfare of the 
community. The Hop Yik market gained the patronage and loyalty of people 
in the surrounding area by using its funds for community welfare. 
The role of the Kam Tin Tang of the Old Yuen Long Market town was 
replaced by the management of the New Yuen Long Market town, the Hop 
Yik Company. The duty, commitment, influence, thus the power of being 
the leader of the area was shifted. In fact, the establishment of the Hop Yik 
was formed solely by the mutual trust of the people from six townships and 
iH The public weighing scale system then became a fianchise. It was managed by whichever group was 
successful in bidding for it once every two years, and detained the operating rights to the franchise. The 
successful bidder had to pay flat fee to the Hop Yik Company in exchange for the exclusive right to 
weigh all commodities. The payoff to the holder of the franchise came in the form of a fee collected from 
traders, whose goods were we ired by coimnissioned agents in the market. 
The Pok Oi Hospital，the Yuen Lo昭 Hop Yik Company and the security office of Shap Pat Heung 
were among those located along Yuen Long Tai Ma Road 
See Young, 1974，p. 28. 
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without any legal binding.“斗 As Hop Yik Company was originally formed 
by six township members, its naturally developed into the controlling 
political influence in Yuen Long. 
Before Heimg Si Kuk was accepted as a semi-official functional 
organization in the local polity by the government. Hop Yik had played a 
crucial role in the Yuen Long region without question. Since most 
government documents have been destroyed during the Second World War, 
we thus cannot have any reliable supporting materials for the importance 
position of Hop Yik and Heung Yee Kuk. However, a clue was found in the 
government annual report in 1937"5，"Hop Yik's elder" was added right 
after the name of Heung Yee Kuk. It demonstrated a perception of the 
government, which associated or even equated Heung Yee Kuk with Hop 
Yik's elders. 
Although the management of the Hop Yik Company did not have any kind 
of official legal authority, villagers still looked for their help when there 
were disputes or when they were in need. The strength of loyalty to the Hop 
Yick Company was particularly evident in one notable incident: A crisis that 
occurred at the Hop Yik's Yuen Long New Market in 1956. After forty 
years of operation, the Market's sanitary condition and the physical structure 
of its buildings were no longer satisfactory. There was an attempt to end its 
operation by the government's refusal to renew its license. In the meantime, 
114 The Hop Yik Company finally registered with the goveinment in 1952. 
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a new market was being built by a private developer. The new premises 
opened for business in 1958 as Hong Chong Market. However, trade in this 
new market did not boom at all Hawkers refused to rent stalls in this new 
market due to a successful boycott organized by residents of the Yuen Long 
district, and the thriving business remained attached to the Hop Yik 
Company. Conversely, in 1961, another new market was built，near the 
main road，by Hop Yik Company. It gained the full support of the residents, 
even though the rent of stalls in this new Hop Yik market was 30% higher 
than that of the Hong Chong Market 
4.4 Conclusion 
Although the village life was kept intact, we find that in the govemment 
reports of the period, the influence of the new govemment in the New 
Territories was actually exaggerated. 
"Reference should also be made to the waning influence of the 
village elders throughout the Territories. It was the intention of Sir 
Henry Blake that "existing village organizations should be 
maintained and utilized", and that the village tribunals should 
continue to decide local cases. But it soon became obvious that the 
authority of the village elders was of no account, with the stronger 
authority of the magistrates which was easy to access, and 
subsequently the idea of local tribunals had perforce to be dropped. 
During the Qing rule，the remoteness, the uncertainty and the 
expense of the central courts had left much authority to local 
leaders, and especially to those entrusted with powers of collecting 
taxes. Under British rule this authority was naturally scaling down, 
though they sometimes continued to be the medium of dealings 
Y. C. Cheung (ed). New Territories in Transition (Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 1983)，p.48. 
116 .In 1984, 192 shops and houses in Yuen Long New Market were demolished due to the redevelopment 
scheme of the govemment, and new high-rise commercial and residential bviildings were built in their 
place. The New Hop Yik Market, which was origiiially built in 1961, was also demolished in the 1990s. 
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with the villagers. However, their model influence has often been 
of great assistance to the officials in the maintenance of the public 
peace，and from their knowledge in the decision of questions 
concerning local customs, disputed successions and fungshui. On 
the whole, the work of land settlement and the machinery provided 
for subsequent land administration have been eminently successful, 
and the people have shown a growing readiness to make use of it. 
A minimum of legal formality and equivocation; a maximum of 
simplicity and elasticity have tended to inspire confidence.’’”？ 
In fact, according to interviews and research on this topic, the change on the 
village life in the Yuen Long region, the center of the New Territories at the 
time，is much less than what the British reported. The status of several old-
established lineage may have been affected, and the previous predominant 
political leadership and economic domination also weakened with the 
change of the government and the changing socio-economic condition. 
However, from the case study of Yuen Long market, same type of leadership 
and the same style of management were still preferred by the local villagers 
in the Yuen Long region. The new political arrangement provided the elite 
with new sources of power and prestige that enabled them to transfer this 
identification to the new ruler. Reviewing the management of Kwong Yu 
Tong, from the Kam Tin Tang of the Old Yuen Long Market town and the 
Hop Yik Company of the New Yuen Long Market town, two major features 
can be found: Both organizations had no concept of proportional 
representation or election. Kwong Yu Tong was a private organization, 
which was passed through the hands of the direct descendants of Tang Man-
Stewart Lockhart, "Report on tlie New Territory during the First Five Year of British Administration," 
Hong Kong Sessional Papers, No. 15 of 1900，p.258. 
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w a i " � H o p Yik was run by an alliance of land political leaders from Shap 
Pat Heung, Ping Shan, and Pat Heung; and only constituted three of the 
seven Yuen Long townships. The principle of both institutions respected 
equal rights among collectives instead of individuals. 
The initial development of local power in Yuen Long Market Town can be 
regarded as a "transformation within tradition” When a single lineage could 
not fulfil the demands of the times，alliances of minor lineage rose up to take 
their place. Alliances served to bring together potentially competitive 
groups to cooperate for their collective survival; specifically, for maintaining 
the advantage of being the legitimate organization of power and authority in 
local society. This led to the formation of Luk Yeuk and the establishment 
of the New Yuen Long Market Town. This alliance was formed by an inter-
village arrangement. The formation of this new market town represented the 
triumph of territorial unity over the kinship domination, and is an indication 
of the development of a regional community instead of sole lineage building 
in the rural communities of the New Territories. 
Village alliance organizations, such as Luk Yeuk, are deeply rooted and 
more widely spread in local-level social structure. The sphere of power and 
the representative hence were increased even despite of the improvement in 
communication. By using a network of connections outside of their own 
lineage, this new alliance of village leaders created not only new bonds 
118 Tang Man-wai and his descendants continued to be the owners of the Old Yuen Long Market town 
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across lineage or villages，but also a web of internal support. This new local 
elite engineered a fundamental shift in the local balance of power. The flow 
of influence across this cooperative bridge of local lineage powers on one 
hand favored the administration of the new alien government; while on the 
other hand secured the leading position of the lineage, which reduced the 
resistance towards the exogenous culture. 
The balance shifted from a single dominated lineage to a multi-lineage 
alliance. Society did not stress maintaining group boundaries through 
endogamy as the primary principle of organization, but instead emphasized 
improving the condition and quality of life among indigenous villagers of the 
district. Established lineage background was not the only decisive factors in 
giving rise to local influence. Members of the new elite and nouveaux riches 
from minor lineage began to place primary emphasis on maintaining the 
welfare of the whole community and territorial unity, which enabled Yuen 
Long district to gain the trust and the support of the villagers. In other words, 
the principle of affiliation，which marked the village as a district entity was 
challenged and finally partly discarded. The sense of belonging among 
villagers shifted from sheer kinship ascription to the combination of both 
territory and kinship ascription. The conscience collective of the group was 
not in the grasp of any single lineage or even several select lineage, but 
rather from a higher range of extra-lineage, inter-village tie. The new 
alliance form of networks emerged to folfill certain functions associated with 
until the twentieth century. 
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the territorial organization. 
There is another factor contributing to this shift of power: migration. As 
might be expected，the high rate of emigration in the New Territories has had 
a great impact on the social and economic life of the region. The indigenous 
villagers were the owners of the land; yet seemed to be in danger of being 
replaced from top positions by recent arrivals, who were more competitive, 
more determined and more conspicuous. Newcomers and immigrants from 
Mainland China or urban Hong Kong without any Punti, or even those of 
Hakka lineage background, started to become recognized as members of the 
community in the region, instead of being regarded as outsiders as before. 
The first step in redefining their identity in adjusting with the changes of the 
time. 
Example can be found in the management of New Yuen Long Market. The 
ownership of Hop Yik shares was limited to residents of townships other 
than Kam Tin. Approximately 95 percent of the shares are still owned by 
the people of Yuen Long. Most of the shares were owned by individuals. In 
order to avoid monopoly or oligarchy, no party was allowed to own a 
controlling amount of shares"^. This demonstrates the fact that share-
holders can be residents, and not limited to descendants of any lineage. In 
fact，many shop owners in the market town had come primarily to trade, and 
did not belong to any of the nearby villages. New immigrants could also be 
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members of the new group, and the old set of criterion for membership in the 
group had to be revised. 
In other words, the strength of lineage power in the areas actually was 
diminished, even though the composition of the leaders of Hop Yik still 
came from various major lineage，and the consideration of those supra-
village elite shifted to one of social responsibility. The domination of 
lineage leaders, no matter large or minor lineage, could be only transitional. 
As the resistance towards the influence of exogenous cultural and local 
chauvinism was reduced, the "closure" mechanism described by G. William 
Skinner gradually disintegrated. 
See Young, 1974, p.21. 
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5 Adjustment in Town Management 
Although we can find many descriptions in government reports promoting 
how successful the government was in taking the place of the old-style rural 
leaders since the days of hand-over, many of these cases were exaggerated. 
It is true that through the registration of land and the compensation provided 
for the local "landlord", the British government consolidated their own 
power and weakened the power of local lineage landlords. The reports of 
the early British magistrates in the rural districts indicated a heavy volume of 
cases, many involving civil matters and the ownership of land. Moreover， 
the establishment of a police force in 1899，led by Mr. F. H. May as the 
capital superintendent of Police, proved more efficient when compared with 
that of the past. Local disorder was kept to a minimum, and the large lineage 
could not maintain their superior position by sheer force. An efficient 
administrative court system was formed to strengthen the sense of security 
and satisfaction^^®. 
However, the local power of rural Yuen Long was still in the hands of the 
rural elite before the 1950s. From the management of the Yuen Long 
Market，we notice that power only shifted amongst the hands of the lineage. 
The villages that were relatively stable communities, which consisted of 
mainly peasants. Lineage authority was officially acceptable for not only for 
the Qing ruler, but also the British Hong Kong government. The British 
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government also had no intention to interfere the lifestyle of the villagers, 
due to the isolated geographical position of the area and the resistance of the 
strong-headed rural leaders. Although the force of urbanization could have 
aroused the changing of the town status and economic organization of the 
entire region, the economic and social life in the Yuen Long area was little 
stirred before the 1950s. 
This situation changed after the 1950s, when the government reorganized the 
village power structure by creating a new generation of leadership in the 
rural communities. The penetration of the outside economy was slow 
especially when compared with Tai Po. The impact of the colonial 
government, the pressure of urbanization, the introduction of new 
communication system, the influx of new form of production, capital and 
knowledge, and the rise of the new rich all contributed to the situation after 
the 1950s. Great transformations in the management of the Yuen Long 
Market Town represented the beginning of a revolutionary period. 
5-1 The improvement in transportation and communication and its influence 
on the area 
Before the beginning of the construction program by the British government, 
communication between villages and market towns was affected by means of 
footpaths; which were approximately five feet wide and paved with slabs of 
120 See Lockhart, 1900，pp. 251-263. 
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g r a n i t e � .T h e linkage between Yuen Long and the Hong Kong Island 
mainly depended on water transportation. In order to keep close contact with 
Victoria City and to the outside world，the new government began their plans 
for road-building and railway construction almost immediately after the take-
over. Within a few decades, more than ten major construction projects took 
place in the New Territories at a very fast pace. For example: The telephone 
lines connecting Kowloon City, Shatin, Tai Po, Fu Ti Au，Sheung Shui and 
Ping Shan together was finished in 1905, and the railway road linking up the 
territory from Castle Peak Bay via Au Tau, San Tin, Fanling, Sha Tau Kok 
(with total length of 23.69 miles) was completed by the end of 1911， 
Since Tai Po was the most central position of the New Territories and free of 
dominating lineage, the British government ultimately decided to establish 
its headquarters of government there. Many major constructive works 
commenced immediately after Tai Po was chosen to be the administrative 
center, in order to link Tai Po to the outside world/"^ The Tai Po road 
brought the New Territories into closer relations with Hong Kong proper, 
and was desirable both for strategic and administrative purposes in addition 
to its increase in overall traffic. The building of the KCR united Hong Kong 
more closely with，the great commercial cities of Southern China, and the 
many towns lying between the city of Canton and Hong Kong. 
See footnote 68. 
Hong Kong Governments Sessional Paper 1912 (Hong Kong. Government Printer. 1913)，point 92, p. 
53. 
11�For example, the main road from Kowloon to Tai Po: and the telegraph line from HK via Kowloon 
which ran directly to Tai Po Hui. The road to Himghom was continued from Kowloon City to Yaumati 
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With the shift of its economic hub southward to the Kowloon Peninsula and 
Hong Kong Island，Yuen Long became relatively more isolated and 
comparatively less accessible than Tai Po. Its leading role on the 
neighboring regions was scaling down. Moreover，with an efficient 
government, the domination of power of Yuen Long great lineage no longer 
persisted. 
Before the Second World War, the focus of economic life for the New 
Territories villagers was neither Hong Kong Island nor Kowloon, but instead 
the territory of Sham Chun (Shenzhen) in mainland China. However, the 
building of the railway linking the New Territories with the administrative 
and economic hub of urban Hong Kong and Kowloon. The force of 
urbanization was thrust upon the New Territories. Soon after the initial 
stages of urbanization, all vi llagers in the New Territories — including Puntis, 
Hakkas and Hakols - became followers of those pioneers, who ventured out 
to start new businesses. Urban Hong Kong and the outside world offered 
many opportunities. 
Many young villagers ventured out of the rural area and even overseas to 
seek work. Finally many returned to their native villages with their savings: 
money was brought in to purchase land, and invested in new forms of 
business and industries. Furthermore, as more villagers settled abroad, a 
by the end of the 1905, some two miles in the direction of Tai Po. See footnote 117. 
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continuous stream of remittances flowed into the village communities. The 
households that benefited from these sources of income were often not the 
ones that were traditionally rich and powerfiil, who did not need to seek a 
living in foreign countries. ^ ^^  With all this added wealth, the requirement for 
roads and railways developed, and many more substantial houses were built 
all over the territory in the 1930s. Westernized tastes sprung up for many 
foreign luxuries; for instance, aerated water, cigarettes, clothes, caps, towels, 
and kerosene oil were common objects of sale in the small market towns 
through out the territory. With more capital and higher demand for goods, 
the markets were busy and flourishing. ^ ^^  
This economic penetration did not alter the peasant economy characteristic 
of the region immediately. The completion of road and railway systems 
through the territory provided an inducement to Hong Kong capitalists to 
invest money in cash crops growing in the area with a view to supplying the 
Hong Kong market. The natives had no interest initially; it took a long time 
until they realized the profitability of farming cash crops and shifted to these 
marketable products, instead of growing more time- and labor-consuming 
cereals. In fact, the experienced fanners from Mainland China，particularly 
those from Fukien, were the first who were willing to take the risk and 
124 In 1997, I have been participated in the Historical Building Survey, which was commissioned by the 
Antiquities and Monuments dffice. From the survey, I noticed that a large number of westernized 
buildings were built in the 1930s in many Hakka and subordinate Puntis villages in Shatin, Tai Po and 
Fanling. This proves the inflow of a large amount of surplus money and the acceptance of westerner 
elements. While in traditionally better off area, such as Ping Shan, Kam Tin and Sheung Shui, less 
1930s-styled buildings are found 
� See footnote 7 and M. Hallifox, "Report on the policing of the New Territories," Hong Kong Sessional 
Paper (Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1908). 
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invested in cash crop growing. The roads would not have been built for the 
benefit of the peasantry，and in the early stages the peasants did not use any 
modern means of transport. Eventually, however, they did so; and also 
noted the marked increased in economic efficiency as a result. Also, local 
businessmen were willing to practice the new methods they had learnt from 
observation of the development of railways and other new industries by 
starting local projects such as bridge building, and many other experimental 
programs as well. Those changes occurred gradually. 
5 .2 The development of Hop Yik Company 
As Hop Yik Company was originally formed by six township members, it 
naturally developed the controlling political influence in Yuen Long. The 
Hop Yik market gained the patronage and loyalty of people in the 
surrounding area by using its funds for community welfare. In fact, it was 
not registered until 1952，when shareholders were officially recorded on the 
Registrar of Companies in the Hong Kong Government. At that time, the 
Tang of Kam Tin was allowed to buy shares of the company. 
After the Second World War，New Yuen Long Market town continued to 
prosper, and shops sprang up in area beyond the new market area. The Hop 
Yik Company owned a considerable amount of money and land in and 
around Yuen Long. It works as a kind of corporate unit with close solider 
ties with surrounding villages as a fiinctionally significant entity. Without 
any legal backing or modern management - the cooperation achieved 
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between townships having been made by mutual trust - one of the managers 
of the company embezzled its fiinds and escaped. Since Hop Yik Company 
was heavily in debt afterwards, it was unable to provide any extra benefit for 
charities and social welfare. The reputation and the leading role of Hop Yik 
Company were affected. With the growing number voluntary organizations 
and the rise of Heung Yee Kuk in the area，the position of Hop Yik finally 
was shattered. 
Since Hop Yik Company was run out of money and was unable to represent 
the interests of the majority in Yuen Long, it finally transformed to a 
genuine commercial corporation. The size of the New Yuen Long Market 
Town was enlarged due to a redevelopment scheme: In April 1984，the area 
of Yuen Long New Market was placed under the redevelopment scheme of 
the government, and around 192 shops and houses were demolished for the 
construction of high-rise commercial and residential buildings. Fortunately, 
based on data I had collected during my early research，I was able to find the 
location of the Yuen Long New Market (Tive-Hop Street' New Market). In 
the early days of its establishment, fires sometimes occurred due to the 
overcrowded streets. As a result，a fire brigade then was formed. Eventually, 
the street next to the new market was renamed as 'Shui Che Kwun Street,, 
which mean “fire station street". When I located Shui Che Kwun Street, I 
was able to find Yuen Long Tai Cheung Street since this was part of the old 
Hop Wo Hau Street; which in turn was one of the streets of the 'Five-Hop 
Street' New Market. Shop owners and businessmen in the New Yuen Long 
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Market town managed to form a new organization, the Yuen Long 
Merchants Association, to associate with one another. ^ ^^  
Under the new management of the Hop Yik Company, many farm product 
sellers were able to continue their trade in Kai Tei, which was the 
distribution center of duck in the Yuen Long region. In addition to the duck 
trade, the Kai Tei market featured small-scale trading of chickens，geese, 
dogs，cats and vegetables on market days. The availability of such goods 
and services at Kai Tei reflects the fact that cultivating cash crops and 
raising livestock were major economic activities of Yuen Long in 1940s to 
early 1970s and, to a great extent, replaced the conventional cultivation of 
wet-rice. 
In 1953, a catalytic incident happened: The catastrophe at Shek Kip Mei^ ^^  
caused a demand for public housing for increased population. ^ ^^  The 
govemment built basic homes in six-story walk-up blocks for over 60,000 
persons in the duration. However, the need for sites for permanent housing 
developments was urgent. With the established infrastructure and plenty of 
arable land in the New Territories, the satellite city program, large-scale 
public housing and urban development program in the New Territories 
Guilds of rice merchants founded the Yuen Long Merchants Association, which was aimed at 
promoting local welfare and developing commerce in 1930s. 
127 The catastrophe occurred in December 1953, when on Christmas day, a fire occurred at Shek Kip Mei 
which deprived 53,000 persons of their shanty-town homes. After several years of this catastrophe, the 
Hong Kong Government started a large-scale public housing program to provide a reasonable standard of 
public house to the needy. 
The Hong Kong population increased from around six hundred thousand to two million eight hundred 
thousand from 1946 to 1957. See footnote 91 for further information on population 
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seemed to be the answer for the government. From 1931 to 1961, the 
population in Yuen Long area increased from 27,250 to 133,802 
respect ively. 129 The population in the New Territories had increased at the 
rate of 18.9% from 1921 to 1931，and at 11.2% from 1931 to 1941.''' From 
1945 to 1961, the population increased from one hundred and twenty 
thousand to around four hundred and ten thousand. The inflow of 
immigrants affected the composition of the population. 
Many arguments rose in the rural community due to land compensation. The 
indigenous villagers claimed that their land rights had been misinterpreted 
since 1905. The Block Crown Lease created in 1905 should be imposed 
only on valid contractual relationships between the Hong Kong government 
and lessees who leased from the Hong Kong Government lands which were 
formerly Chinese Government land. It was therefore not applicable to land 
owners who owned or acquired Old Schedule private land before or after 
lease of the New Territories. Also，no re-entry measures should be taken 
against Old Schedule (agricultural) Lots. Furthermore, they believed that the 
government should not invoke the provisions of Cap. 124 (Crown Land 
Resumption Ordinance) for the forced acquisition of private land. 
New land pressures required a new generation of leaders, which acquire 
modern legal knowledge to strive for justifiable rights for the indigenous 
villagers of the New Territories. The conventional lineage elders of the big 
129 The Hong Kong government started a rapid and large-scale public housing development since 1961. 
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lineage could no longer be an intermediary and bridge between the villagers 
and the government. Modern knowledge and new capital are the new 
decisive factor in giving rise to local influence. A pressure group, Heung 
Yee Kuk, was formed to represent the interest of indigenous villagers in the 
New Territories. Heung Yee Kuk replaced the role of Hop Yik to act as an 
agent of the government in the administration of rural community in the 
New Territories. 
5.3 The establishment of Heung Yee Kuk 
With improved transportation, education， communication and the 
experiences of the District Administration Office during the Japanese 
Occupation, the alliance form of rural leading organizations declined in 
importance. The government attempted to revive it by establishing “Rural 
Committees”i3i that paralleled the old village alliance, though the power of 
this new organization was limited. With the start of the urban development 
program, the need for the government to negotiate with the people in the 
New Territories was urgent. After the Kam Tin incident in 1957^^ ,^ 
government and the indigenous villagers realized the need for a common 
bridge. Old style village elders are no longer efficient enough to play this 
role. Though Heung Yee Kuk was established in 1926, it was inactive until 
the 1950s. It reorganized as a semi-official advisory organization after 1959. 
130 See Chiu and So，1986，p. 160 
�"Rural Committee" is a society registered or exempted from registiation under the Societies Ordinance 
and is approved by the District Commissioner. 
� In 1957, the Hong Kong government demolished the squatter huts in Kam Tin. Many villagers 
complained to the Yuen Long Merchants Association and Heung Si Hui, and two thousand people joined 
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It built up a formal political relationship to government, which is very 
conscious of the peculiarity of the native population. 
Heung Yee Kuk, which was consolidated by the Chapter 1097 Heung Yee 
Kuk Ordinance (originally 45 of 1959 G.N.A. 6 0 / 6 w a s intended to 
provide for the establishment and functions of an advisory and consultative 
body for the New Territories. It promoted the mutual co-operation and 
understanding among the people of the New Territories and between the 
Government, and to encourage the observance of all customs and traditional 
usage of the New Territories. The chairman of rural committee and all 
village representatives are now under to this Heung Yee Kuk, which works 
well for its constituency. During the period of 1950s to 1970s，under the 
leadership of Chan Yat-sun, who had been the chairman of Heung Yee Kuk 
for 16 years，Heung Yee Kuk has fought for the right of the native villagers 
successfully. The migrant population is still excluded from formal political 
access to government. Only the benefit of indigenous villagers is 
represented though member of minor lineage can be the chairman or 
committee member of Heung Yee Kuk, which keeps the traditional and 
inherited property and values of the native villagers intact^ "^^ . It acts as 
bridging mechanism in which it strike a balance between the old community 
and the modern setting. 
the demonstration to protest against the land policy of the government. 
See www.iiifo.gov.hk/jud/giiide2cs/html  
� Only indigenous villagers can be the representative of village or be the chairman of Heung Yee Kuk up 
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With a large number of immigrants from Mainland China in the late 1940s, 
the composition of Yuen Long population was drastically changed. Those 
newcomers had no lineage background or connection with the villages, but 
their needs for welfare service and assistance were keen. Many voluntary 
organizations were formed in Yuen Long market town. In fact, all 21 major 
voluntary associations in Yuen Long were established after 1946135. The 
growth of voluntary organizations can be seen as a consequence of structural 
changes. 
This indicated that lineage institution - no matter whether it was a Tong of 
any single powerfiil lineage，nor yeuk of any alliance — could no longer stand 
out and represent the majority of Yuen Long people. New forms of 
territorial base organizations were founded to speak for various types of 
resident. Yuek created a new balance of power in rural political structure in 
the 19也 century; but in the 20也 century many yeuk had only religious 
functions left, and could no longer be used as a means to exert the influence 
of lineage power with the alteration in the composition of Yuen Long 
population. The function of territorial unity was replaced by various 
volunteer organizations, including the largest semi-government institution 
Heung Yee Kuk. 
With the inflow of population and the development of new town, Heung Yee 
Kuk again became less and less representative. Lineage based criteria no 
toyeaiaOOO. 
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longer suffice to act as agencies for new interests and to regulate social life 
in Yuen Long. The non-native members of the district found themselves in 
an alien setting and have a strong sense of detachment. By participating in 
voluntary association, which can act as a bridge between the well-knit 
village community and the urban complex, they could identify themselves as 
a member of the newly developed rural community. Many voluntary 
associations have gradually developed political fiinctions and provided 
parallel access to government， 
See Young, 1974，p. 37. 136 For example, Yuen Long Merchants Association, which was founded by a combination of native and outsider business int rests, was one of he m st prestigeful associatio s in Yuen Long since 1960s. 
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6 Religion as Control 
Maurice Freedman has given the following definition of Chinese popular 
religion: 
"Chinese religion was in a sense a civil religion - not austere and 
cunningly calculated to serve political interests, but based upon a 
view of the interpenetrating of society and the universe, and upon 
a conception of authority that in the last analysis would not allow 
the religious to separate off from the secular. Caesar was Pope, 
Pope Caesar 
During the Qing period, the state sought to superscribe its hegemony and 
orthodoxy on folk religion. The implantation of folk religion provided a 
channel for the advancement of the orthodoxy of the authority. In the local 
structure of power, local leaders in order to uphold their power and influence 
in the rural community, they needed to transfer the “symbolic capital", 
which accumulated in interpersonal relationship to the institutionalized 
domains of village religion. ^ ^^  Religion in rural community was significant 
for societal integration, which reinforced and complemented the dynasty's 
rule. 
This chapter will attempt to discuss the social and organizational changes 
within the rural community of Yuen Long by studying the local ritual 
activities and village religion in the region from its social aspects. Local 
ritual activities also reveal how local customs are modified in changing 
social and political environments. The process of power building is closely 
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linked to the religious identity. The creation of new community in 
traditional rural society certainly is not involved territorial-based, but also a 
contest for the languages of power, legitimacy and authority among different 
social groups. In the New Territories, ancestors and local deities constituted 
the spiritual core of village life. In varying degrees, religious ideology 
served to integrate all parts into a harmonious community. Through the 
symbolic value in religion, local leaders could gain respectability and uphold 
their power and influence in the region. 
6.1 The Building of Market Temples 
Due to the local administration of the Qing Empire, Tang of Kam Tin of the 
"Five Great Clans" played a dominant role in the political arena of the Yeun 
Long region. By establishing a core market town, Tang of Kam Tin attained 
the controlling power amongst the village communities dependant on Old 
Yuen Long Market town. With the growing inter-village network and the 
enlargement of sphere of influence, ancestral worship in Ching Lok Tang 
Kung Chi was not sufficient in offering a system-affirming mechanism for 
all those involved in the market town. In order to consolidate their spiritual 
influence in the region, market temples were needed for those non-Tang 
members; as ancestral cults were insufficient to maintain cohesion. As a 
result, Tai Wong Old Temple and the Temple of the Emperors Yuen and 
Kani39 were built inside the market town to serve as a supplement of a more 
137 Freedman. 1974，pp. 40-41. 
� Ibid, pp. 19-41. 
139 Records of these two monuments can be found in A.M.O. 
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universal cult. Market temple gods were the supernatural counterparts of the 
imperial bureaucracy, as they guaranteed fairness in transaction in the region. 
That is why the public measurement scale of the Old Yuen Long Market 
town was placed in the Temple of the Emperors Yuen and Kwan, at the end 
of Cheung Shing Street. 
This market town temple also provided recreational opportunities such as the 
temple fair, which was the high point of the villagers' recreational year. In 
fact, the annual fair of the rural society was normally held in accordance 
with the feast day of the temple's principal deity. Through their leadership 
in the ritual ftinctions of the area, the leading lineage maintained a kind of 
independent link with the supernatural. Since these events were too 
important to be left to others, the holders of the annual fair were invariably 
the dominating lineage clan and the financial supporters of the temples. 
6.2 Tm Ping Qing Jiap 
The most common sign of group solidarity was the organization for Jiao 
ceremony and the celebration and conviviality of the deity festivals. It was a 
cultural and socio-political function of the rural communal activities. In 
Yuen Long’ there were two major festivals, which are still reverently 
observed by villagers today: the Tin Hau Festival and the Tai Ping Qing 
Jiao^^. The Tin Hau Festival occurs on the 23 rd day of the third lunar month 
1 恥 It can be translated as "the purest sacrifice celebrated for Great Peace", see Choi Chi-cheimg, "Studies 
on Hong Kong Jiao Festival," Journal of the Hong Kong Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. 30 
(1993), p. 26. 
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to memorize Tin Hau, who was born in 960 AD in F u k i e a � According to 
legend, she was the rescuer of people from the sea. As she was also 
regarded as the patron deity who could calm the wind and waves, she was 
primarily worshipped those who owe their livelihood to shipping or fishing. 
However, in Hong Kong, Tin Hau is also popular among peasants in not 
only fishing communities but also agricultural communi t i e s� .Ano the r 
major festival is Tai Ping Qing Jiao '^^ ^ which is held once every three, five， 
six or ten years, in different places. In the Guangdong area，during Tai Ping 
Qing Jiao, an outdoor altar and scaffold are built for the performance of 
religious rites and Cantonese opera. 
In the New Territories, the preparation of a Jiao festival usually starts in the 
first month of the lunar calendar, a group of headmen were selected by 
divination as ritual representatives (yun-sau) to represent the community in 
the rites. Only the powerful and rich member of the society are eligible to be 
chosen by the local god as yun-sau since they have to donate a handsome 
amount of money and are relatively representative in the community. A 
standard Jiao festival usually lasts for three days (three-day jiao). Taoist 
priests starts with an opening session on the evening of the first day and 
continued with non-repeating rites for three days. The second day is the 
main day when all villagers participate in a major rite for the blessings from 
141 See Fung, 1996, p. 124. 
142 See Leung Chor-on, "Why do farmers worship the patron deity of fishing people? Rethinking the 
worship of Tian-hou in Hong Kong," Hong Kong Anthropology Bulletin, no. 4 (1990), pp. 20-23. 
� The most eye-catching Jiao probably is the one in Cheung Chau: the Bun festival. As early as 1953, 
W. A. Taylor has recorded the details of this festival. See W. A Taylor，"The Spirit Festival," Bulletin of 
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the Gods of Heaven]斜 Villagers of the New Territories often celebrated 
Jiao in a once-in-a-decade cyclei45. Jiao, a crucial community-wide event, 
carries different social and economic significance for the different groups of 
participants. Through the extensive social activities, members and alliances 
of the community are bonded together. 
The imposition of an alien administration transformed the social and 
political role of religion. Originally, the hierarchy of the supernatural 
bureaucracy in popular religion mirrored the imperial bureaucracy. 
However, when the British government was unable to apply this symbol, the 
symbolic tie which, was formed by the popular religion broke. Though the 
British Hong Kong government still kept on supporting the ritual practice of 
the villagers, no official edicts bestowed honors and titles to the local god 
have been granted in spite of the offer of numerous official honors to the 
rural leaders. With the alien culture of the British government, popular 
religion was no longer the popular symbol of hegemony and orthodoxy. 
Local gods also lost their identity as supernatural counterparts of the 
imperial bureaucracy though the functional and system-affirming 
characteristics of the village religion still existed. 
When New Yuen Long Market town replaced the role of Old Yuen Long 
the Cheung Chau Bun Festival 1980 (Hong Kong: Cheung Chau District Board, 1980)，pp. 39-41. 
iM See Chan Wing-hoi, "Observation at the Jiu Festival of Shek O and Tai Long Wan, 1986," Journal of 
the Hong Kong Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. 26 (1986), pp. 78-101. 
145 It is actually held every ninth year since the year of celebration is counted into the outgoing and 
incoming decade. 
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Market town in the Yuen Long rural community，the Tang of Kam Tin was 
also withdrawn in holding annual religious functions, such as Tai Ping Qing 
Jiao，for the whole area of Yuen Long. The fimction for holding religious 
activities is to make use of the religious sphere constituted the public 
domain，Through the hosting of ritual ceremonies for the community, the 
village elite was able to express its leadership responsibilities. As a result, 
Kam Tin Tang organized religious activities solely in the name of Kam Tin 
village and the Tang lineage after the establishment of the New Yuen Long 
Market town. While Hop Yik Company, which later was replaced by Yuen 
Long Merchants Association, took its place in holding Jiao for the Yuen 
Long New Town area^^ .^ This demonstrates ceremonial areas being defined 
as the territorial jurisdiction of each unit. Since the position of Kam Tin 
Tang was waning, its influence in the region was narrow to its own lineage, 
and to several villages dominated by its descendants. Spirit tablets of their 
ancestors, enshrined on the altars inside their ancestral halls, were sufficient 
for group solidarity 148. 
6.3 The changing ritual organizers in Yuen Long 
With a multi-lineage alliance serving as the management of New Yuen Long 
market, the role of the market temple was increased sharply; which reflected 
the shift of power structure from the former pattern of domination by a 
SeeDuara, 1986, p. 131 
147 The last Jiao of Kam Tin is in 1995 and the last Jiao of Yuen Long is in 1993. In fact, many Kam Tin 
merchants and villagers also participated in the Jiao of Yuen Long, which is the biggest in the region. 
1 胡 Tang of Kam Tin actually has its own Ling-Wan Monastery and the Jau and Wong Temple. Ritual 
activities are organized by the management of their lineage estate, Ching-Lokjou and Naam-Kaijou. 
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single powerfiil lineage to one of inter-village and multi-lineage alliances. 
Territorial cohesion overtook the previous lineage solidarity with the change 
in the composition of the leading group. Market temples were now closely 
tied to the village alliance organization, which contributed to the supra-
village power structure. Since most activities undertaken by the inter-village 
alliance were intermittent, it had to strengthen its cohesion from time to time 
by using collective ritual activities in order to avoid disintegration. The 
religious festival provided an annual reaffirmation of the community's 
territorial extent and a symbolic reinforcement of its power structure. 
The continuity of the Jiao depends on how consolidated the community is in 
terms of its structure and organization. Some lineage have abandoned the 
Jiao festival. For example. Ping Shan and Pat Heung have completely 
abandoned this festival. Kat Hing wai and Wing Lung Wai terminated their 
own independent one but continue to participate in the Jiao of Kam Tin]49 
With the large influx of population, the return of modern educated villagers; 
and the rise of the nouveaux riches，the demand and the identity of the new 
generation were continuously redefined. The religious activities and 
voluntary associations provided the framework for organizing authority in 
rural communities. The local ritual activities were not only a locus of 
identity and sense of belonging, but also the symbol of the authority in the 
local political arena. 
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As a result, ritual activities were held separately by various different sectors 
and institutions of local society，which indicated that various parts of the 
local social groups were seeking their own identity and sense of belonging. 
The creation of other religious organizations in local neighborhoods reflects 
the emergence of new communities. Through the organization of the annual 
ritual activities, they tried to recruit more residents and members in the 
communities, which could in return increase their organization influence in 
the area. Those communities include groups with kinship affiliations such as 
lineage, multi-lineage tong, and sectors with territorial unity or ethnic 
identity; such as supra-village or multi-village alliances (Luk Yuek). 
Similarly, there were voluntary organizations based on particular industries 
or interests, such as the Hop Yik Company, Yuen Long Merchants 
Association, landsmannschaften, neighborhood association. The elite of the 
various organizations performed ritual activities in the name of the entire 
rural community in order to mark their exclusive status in their respective 
sectors and to make use of the religious sphere to increase their own 
influence. Ceremonies not only fulfilled a communitarian ideal, but also 
provided a potential sources of influence to different power-holding parties. 
With urbanization and the increased demand for land in the New Territories, 
a much greater role was created for official government organization in local 
society. The government intended to link bureaucrats directly with the lower 
level of rural settlement in the villages of the undeveloped area of the New 
149 Choi, 1993，pp.40-2. 
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Territories. As the Hong Kong government determined to make visible its 
previous unseen hand in the political arena of the New Territories, it 
gradually took back part of the function of the local organizations such as 
Hop Yik Company, which had fulfilled a kind of semi-government function 
in the past. 
With the establishment of an official representative system, large-scale 
religious celebrations for the whole district became the duty of the 
government's representative. Since 1963, Tin Hau Festival has been 
organized by the Shap Pat Heung Rural Commit tee .”� In ritual functions, 
local parties can still play a role in the committee boards, even though the 
board may be chaired by government or semi-government organizations; 
such as district boards, rural committees, or heung yee kuk. 
For example, in New Yuen Long Market town, Jiao is an important 
collective ritual activity. This ceremony is performed periodically with the 
intention of succoring hungry ghosts. In a way, the British Hong Kong 
Government demonstrated its political influence by playing a key role in 
facilitating the process of the ritual activities. In case of large-scale, inter-
village jiao, a committee is formed with the help of the government to be in 
charge of the annual celebrations for the festivals. Previously, this 
committee had a director as its head，and each village was supposed to take 
the post on shift for tenure of several years. Nobody seemed to have taken a 
9 9 
dominant role, as all parties were now under the lead of the central 
government. On the first day of jiao, government officers were invited. The 
position of those invited became a crucial factor in reflecting the importance 
of the organizers. With a modern and fully established bureaucratic system, 
the Hong Kong government now succeed in developing a structure of power 
in the rural community that is autonomous from the strong local lineage and 
popular religion. 
150 A Celebration of Tin Han's birthday, held at the Shap Pat Heung alliance's Tin Hau temple near Yuen 
Long Market on the 23rd of the third lunar month. 
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7 Conclusion: Redefining a Village Community 
During the Qing dynasty, the Hong Kong region was under the rule of the 
Qing Emperor as a remote part of the San On County，which in turn was one 
of the smaller administrative districts of Guangdong Province. Although it 
was not as prosperous as many other counties of the Pearl River Delta, the 
Hong Kong region as a frontier place still managed to establish a stable 
marketing system. Among all the rural markets in the Hong Kong region, 
Yuen Long — built in 1669 — was the largest and oldest market town in the 
area. 
With little attention from the central government, local lineage played a 
major role in the lives of the Yuen Long villagers. The rise and fall of the 
village market town was thus closely linked with local lineage. Before the 
occupation by the British of the New Territories, Yuen Long was the site of 
a standard periodic market operated by the Tang lineage of Kam Tin. Owing 
to the rise of other branches of the same lineage, the position of the Kam Tin 
Tang was not consolidated. With a growth in discontent against the old 
owners of the Old Yuen Long Market town, challenges arose. In the Yuen 
Long region, there were no other lineage that could compare with the Kam 
Tin Tang. As the result, opposition came not from a single lineage, but 
instead came from “a multi-lineage alliance” 
The old dominant lineage of Yuen Long Kam Tin could no longer satisfy the 
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needs of the villagers, and a new form of administrative organization — the 
Hop Yik Company - was formed. In 1916, the Hop Yik Company was 
formed with the cooperation of clan leaders coming from the other six 
townships. New Yuen Long Market town was thus established. 
From the development of the Yuen Long Market town, we can review the 
process of transformation in the New Territories. The growing role of the 
government in the New Territories must be considered in light of what made 
this growth possible. The study of Yuen Long Market Town reveals a 
complex revolutionary and structuring development that released power 
from the hands of the local dominating lineage powers. As a traditional 
Chinese market propelled into a modem setting, Yuen Long has undergone 
many changes; villagers of Yuen Long have been forced to adjust to a great 
influx of new elements, such as new roads, modem means of transportation, 
imported products, a new government and the inflow of migrated population. 
The preliminary intervention of the government in local administration 
began in 1926, when a number of Tze-yi were appointed in different districts 
to assist the District Office with advice in matters of local dispute or interest. 
However, no formal systemic village heads were instituted until the Japanese 
occupation period (1941-45). After the war, the area was in a very poor 
condition, and the residents' grievances needed to be alleviated by the new 
government. Although much of the former duties of the District Officers 
were merged with other government departments, the early establishment of 
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rural committees brought about the formalization of the channel of 
communication between the District Officer and the local residents. Those 
who served on the committee were recognized as "village heads” Later the 
Rural Committees were formed and Heung Yee Kuk was re-organized to 
ensure communication between the villagers and the govemment. 
In the meantime, the population of the Yuen Long region also changed 
rapidly; Migration served to erode the bonds of kinship and community. The 
social horizon of the villagers was inevitably enlarged. The population grew, 
but the proportion of the labor force engaged in agriculture fell. The 
composition of the village's population shaped the way in which the 
community responded to external threats. The original inhabitants of the 
village had to redefine their cultural norms, kinship bonds and even religious 
practices to maintain the strength of their lineage institution. With the shift 
of power, they tried to maintain their political sphere to counterbalance the 
influence of the govemment and the pressure from urbanization by 
participating in the system of the alien government, and also by redefining 
their own identity. The tension bom of those changing relations were to 
result in a wholly new sociopolitical structure with a different sense of the 
relationship between govemment and rural community. 
Even until very recently, there was still a strong sense of solidarity among 
the members of the large lineage in Yuen Long's rural community. On one 
hand, this grew from a feeling of being threatened; a fear of being 
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overwhelmed by the more energetic and hardworking mainland and urban 
immigrants. On the other hand, the monetary benefit of inherited land for 
the legitimate descendents of the original inhabitant also consolidated their 
sense of solidarity. The administrative forms of the lineage organizations 
were losing their purely territorial character, and beginning to provide a 
primarily organizational focus for the lineage instead; as in the local ritual 
activities of jiao. 
This kind of resistant attitude is not unique in lineage organization, but can 
also be found in the establishment of the modern market. A self-defense 
system was still in effect among the Yuen Long rural community. The 1958 
boycott campaign against the outsider-built new market is an indication of 
the resistance of the local villagers and lineage — Hop Yik was supported by 
Luk Yuek, a multi-lineage alliance, to the outsiders. However, the struggle 
between the old and the new did not last for long，as no one could 
permanently stop the changes of time. As a result, the Hop Yik Company 
was forced to build another market to replace the old one. Their role as the 
primary representative of the government was replaced by various 
organizations with official status. 
Despite the practical benefits from land compensation, many arguments 
were aroused between the original inhabitants and the government over its 
conditions. Land problems also affected the traditional concept of values: 
According to the law of the Colonial government, not only their traditional 
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customs and practices could be kept, but also their rights for their 
descendants and their lineage public property. The overwhelming majority 
of the new generation preferred to convert the land into ready cash. In the 
eyes of the old generation, however, this kind of money-oriented behavior 
was regarded as being against the traditional values of filial piety and 
kinship solidarity. 
With the changes of time, many lineage leaders failed to create for their 
lineage members an identity of citizen with the new government, and to 
promote effectively their participation, commitment and loyalty to an alien 
cultural system. Villages in the Yuen Long district desperately needed a 
political leadership both integrated with the community and committed to 
the goals of the British government. Political leaders were indispensable not 
only for retaining internal stability, but even more, for attaining the 
modernizing goals of the village and lineage; which sought to rebuild its 
identity and status for the rural community. 
With the introduction of modern education, the assimilation of local culture 
with the rest of Hong Kong, and the shift of economic center, the new 
generation in Yuen Long rural community was bought up with completely 
different set of values. Equipped with westernized knowledge and inherited 
wealth, they initiated new forms of rural organization emerged. Members of 
the new elite and nouveaux riches from minor lineage began to place 
primary emphasis on maintaining the welfare of the whole community and 
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territorial unity, which enabled Yuen Long district to gain the trust and the 
support of the villagers. For example, in the post-war period, local 
notables - mainly the shopowners in Yuen Long Market such as Tang Pak-
kau. Tang Pui-king, Tang Yu-shan, Tang Tung-kwong and Lam Tsan-shiu -
made substantial contributions to Pok Oi Hospital. 
Since the power structure of the local lineage and market towns was 
originally consensual, the power holders intertwined with each other while 
serving as local lineage representatives in the government administration. 
The government sought to replace traditional political arrangements based 
on large lineage. The traditional political roles of kinship hierarchies were 
doomed to decline. Moreover, with the building of new roads and the 
introduction of new administrative policies. New Yuen Long Market Town 
shifted its function and developed into a center of distribution for farm 
products. With the formation of the Heung Yee Kuk，and the influx of new 
elements and population, the lineage form of administration was no longer 
important after the 1950s. Moreover, the markets themselves became purely 
commercial in nature, and no longer possessed any close links with the 
villagers' lives，nor served as a cultural bearing unit. 
With the establishment of formal channel between the government and the 
local polity, the influence of government enlarged rapidly. The function of 
Hop Yik, the management of the New Yuen Long Market, reduced 
correspondingly. Without solid legal backing，Hop Yik became ineffective 
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as an unofficial linkage with the government. With the rise of other 
volunteer associations and with the shortage of fond, its charity fiinction also 
waned. As the marketing area extended to Yuen Long Tai Ma Road, Hop 
Yik's importance among merchants was finally replaced by a more 
representative organization, Yuen Long Merchants Associations^^\ 




Government Records of the early period of the British rule 
After the British took over the New Territories, they performed several surveys in order 
to facilitate its management. One of the most famous was done by James Haldane 
Stewart Lockhart in 1898. In July, 1898, James H. Stewart Lockhart - the Colonial 
Secretary - was appointed as Special Commissioner to survey and report on the area that 
was to be leased. The research was completed by the end of August, and by October 
James Lockhart handed in a 39-page report, which detailed the complete and valuable 
data of the 'new territory' to the Colonial Office. After his report in 1899，he also made 
several other general reports during the early period of British administration. In 
addition to this series of reports，he contributed a great deal to the administrative policy 
of the New Territories，and wrote several reports on this topic. However，not all of 
these reports can be found in Hong Kong. 
With the establishment of a headquarters for the administration of the New Territories 
in Tai Po, reports on the New Territories appeared periodically. Stewart Lockhart was 
first to remain in charge from May to July 1899. M. Hallifox was then appointed as 
Police Magistrate, with Mr. Messers as Assistant Land Officer. Later, the organization 
of the policing of the whole of the New Territories both on land and water was trusted 
to F. H. May. On V^  January 1905, J. R. Wood was appointed as Assistant Land Officer 
in charge of land in the Southern district of the New Territories. 
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The reports by all these individuals can be found in the record of Public Record Office 
(P R O ). However，since the government did not have any set procedures in recording 
annual reports from the District Officers, researchers who wish to review these reports 
must check the Government Gazette or the Sesssional Papers by year. Unfortunately, 
after glancing through the Government Gazetteer and Sessional Papers from 1898 to 
1910, I found that I was unable to fixlly track these report chronologically: Some had 
already been shipped to Britain, some had been lost by accident; and others had already 
been destroyed during the Japanese Occupation. 
Fortunately, with the construction of Kowloon-Canton Railway, more surveys were 
done. In 1905, a report concerning the building of railways, their condition, and other 
considerations was written. In this report, the author attempted to estimate the effect of 
different plans for the construction of Kowloon-Canton Railway on the region. In 1911, 
there was even a special Census by S. B. C. Ross examining the effect of Kowloon-
Canton Railway. This census，which took three months to complete, was on a far more 
ambitious scale than had ever been attempted in Hong Kong. Those materials though 
contribute a lot to this research paper. 
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Appendix B: The History of the Tai Kiu Tun Market 
Many villagers have claimed that Tai Kiu Tun Market was the origin of Yuen Long 
Market, which aroused my interest on this topic and in the brief research that had been 
done on it. 
In the book, Yuen Long Historical Relics and Monuments, written by Fung Chi-ming 
and edited by Elizabeth Sinn, Fung wrote: 
"The 1819 version of the Hsin-an Gazetteer and the inscriptions on a 
stone tablet commemorating the renovation of the Tai Shue Ha Tin Hau 
Temple (laid in 1938) testify to the fact that the earliest market place at 
Yuen Long was located at Tai Kiu Tun, known as Yuen Long Hui (that is, 
Yuen Long Market. In 1669 Tang Man-wai... relocated the market at 
Tai Kiu Tun to an area between Sai Pin Wai and Nam Pin Wai. This 
market, now known as Yuen Long Kau Hui, belonged to Man-wai's 
branch of the Tang clan. 
The second half of this statement is indisputable, since everyone would agree that the 
Yuen Long Kau Hui belonged to Man-wai's branch of the Tang clan. However，it is a 
shame that. Fung has neither proven nor shown the testimony of the Hsin-an Gazetteer 
and the stone tablet in the Tai Shue Ha Tin Hau Temple in order to connect Tai Kiu Tun 
Hui and Yuen Long Kau Tun. This makes his point very weak. In fact，there has a 
long-standing argument over this issue. 
It is true that in the late Ming Dynasty, a permanent market was built in Tai Kiu Tun 
Hui. According to the content of a stone tablet found in the Tin Hau Temple of the Tai 
Shue Ha Tau Temple, we can even trace the process of the establishment of Tai Kiu 
Tun Hui: Owning to the location of Yuen Long River where it connected to Nam Hang, 
many fishermen liked to gather under one of the large trees on the riverbank. Later, the 
152 Fung, 1996，p. 38 
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Tin Hau Temple was built for them to worship at and more and more people came to 
visit it. Transactions and trade occurred during their gatherings and visits, which finally 
lead to the building of Tai Kiu Tun Hui, and the formation Shap Pat Hsuen^^l 
This tablet inscription was written by Yiu Yuen Tai in 1938. He wrote this by 
summarizing what he had heard from other villagers. Since he could not be certain of 
the authenticity of what he had heard，he also wrote the following disclaimer: "There is 
no document to prove the above incident, and all we have is the rumors." 
Even though Nam Hang and Shan Pui are no longer joined at present, however, the 
above description is probably still valid. If we subtract the reclamation area from the 
Yuen Long region from fig. 1.6, we find that the outer regions of Yuen Long New Town 
and Nam Hang are flood plains. Consequently, the statement of "Yuen Long River 
where it connected to Nam Hang" is indeed possible. The stone tablet in Tin Hau 
Temple of the Tai Shue Ha Tau Temple and the 1819 version of the San On Gazetteer 
can testify to the earliest existence of this Tai Kiu Tun Hui/^ Although there is no 
direct evidence to disprove the content of this stone tablet, not all of its content can 
automatically be regarded as the truth. We can only testify to the earliest existence of 
Tau Kiu Tun Hui, while the formation of Shap Pak Hsuen is still unclear. Furthermore, 
there is no evidence that can testify to the connection between Tai Kiu Tun Hui and 
153 Details of this can be found from the Tablet inscription, which was laid in 1938, at the Tai Shu Ha Tin 
Hau Temple of Yuen Long: For the content of the tablet inscription, see Ng, Faure and Luk, 1986, p.535. 
See Shu, Zhu and Wong, 1819, p. 28，we can find that there is only one sentence regarding the Tai Kiu 
Tun Market: "Yuen Long Market is the Tai Kiu Tun Market in previous edition of San On Gazetteer." 
I l l 
Yuen Long Kau Hui. In short, Tai Kiu Tun Hui may not be the origin of Yuen Long 
Kau Hui-
Concerning the location of Tai Kui Tun Hui, some village elders have pointed out that 
the location of Tai Kiu Tun Hui is in the area of the present-day Tai Kiu Tsuen and Tai 
Kiu Market. However, since both these areas are reclaimed lands，this statement can 
not be verified. As Yuen Long was not considered 'eye-catching, enough for many 
Chinese scholars, we are unable to find records concerning the further development and 
the eventual downfall of Tai Kiu Tun Hui. However, some assumptions can be made: 
Since Compulsory Coastal Evacuation was imposed on the coastal region，many areas 
in the San On region were discarded because of the evacuation order. Similarly, with 
limited amount of business and economic transactions, Tai Kiu Tun Hui would certainly 
have faded away. 
From the map of the solid and superficial geology of Yuen Long (Fig. 1.1), we can find 
that the area from the outline of the town to the edge of the Nam Hang are alluvial 
plains. Since there were several streams flowing towards the plain of Yuen Long, the 
estuary of the land would be reshaped after many years of soil accumulation. Sheung 
Mun Tau (Yuen Long Chun) was likely to have narrowed as a result of long-term soil 
deposition, and thus causing water transportation to become blocked. Old Yuen Long 
Market, which was close to Castle Peak pier, was easier for the loading and unloading 
of goods. Furthermore, the dominant clan of Kam Tin Tang would definitely have 
preferred to move the market into their sphere of influence. 
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Glossary 
Entries in the glossary are arranged in alphabetical order. 
Au Tau 拗頭 Kwei Kok Shan 桂角山 
Castle Peak 青山 Kuk Ting 谷亭 
Chan Tsuen 陳村 Kun Ting 覲廷 
Chau Wong Yi Kung 周王二公 Lai Pak-fu 黎百福 
Cheung Shing 長盛 Lan Fong 芳 
Ch'ih-mei 油尾 Lee Yik 利益 
Chia-ch'ing 嘉慶 Ling Ding Yang 伶仃洋 
Ching Lok Tang Kung Chi 淸樂部公祠 Lintin (Island)伶仃(島） 
Dongguan (Tung Kuan)東凳 Liu 廖 
Fanling 粉嶺 Lok Tin 樂天 
Fa Paai 花牌 Luk Yuek 六約 
Foshan 山 Lung Kwu Tan 龍鼓灘 
Fukien 福建 Lung Yuek Tau 龍躍頭 
Fujian福建 Man文 
Fungshui 風水 Man Fong 萬芳 
Gau Hui Kung 九墟公 Mau Lee 茂利 
Gwong-Yu long 光裕堂 Ming 明 
Gwun-yam 觀音 Nam Pin Wai 南邊圍 
Ha Tsuen 廈村 Nam Tau 南頭 
Hakka客家 Nam Wai南圏 
Hau Hoi Wan 后海灣 Pak Mong 白芒 
Heung 鄉 Pak Wai 北圍 
Heung Yee Kuk/Hui 鄉議局/會 Pao An 寶安 
Hong Chong 康莊 Pat Heung 八鄉 
Hop Fat 合發 Ping Chau ±平洲 
Hop Shing 合成 Pingshan 屏山 
Hop Shing Hau 合成後 Pok Oi 博愛 
Hop Yik合益 Punti本地 
Hop Wo合和 Qing淸 
Jia-shu 家塾 Sai Pin Wai 西邊圍 
KaiTei雞地 Sai Tai西提 
Kam Tin錦田 San On新安 
Kat Hing Wai 吉慶圍 San Tin 新田 
Kat Shui 吉水 Sha Tin 沙田 
Kiangsi 廣西 Sham Tin Tsuen 專田朽‘ 
Kangxi康熙 Sha Tau Kok沙頭角 
Kwan 關 Sham Shui Po 深水步 
Kwangtung 廣東 Shap Pat Heung 十八鄕 
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Shek Kip Mei 石峽尾 Tai Ma Road 大馬路 
Shenzhen (Sham Chun)深圳 Tai Mo Shan 大帽山 
Sheung Shui 上水 Tai Ping Qing Jiao 太平淸醮 
Sheung Ue 雙魚 Tai Po 大埔 
Shui Che Kwun 7jc$:|f Tai Wong 大王 
Shui Hop端合 Tai Wo Shi太和市 
Shui Lung Tau 7jC龍頭 Tin Hau 天后 
Shui Mei Tsuen 水尾村 Tin Shui Wai 天水圍 
Shui Tau Tsuen 7jc頭村 Tsat Hseung 七乡郎 
Shut Hing 述卿 Tsuen Wan 荃灣 
Si-shu 私塾 Tsun Yuen 晉源 
Ta Chiao 打醮 Tuen Mun 屯門 
Tai Wo Shi太和市 Tung Tai東提 
Tang 部 Tze-yi 咨議 
Tang Chiu-yee 鄧朝儀 Wing Lee 榮利 
Tang Fu-hip鄧符協 Wo Hop和合 
Tang Pak-kau部伯球 Wu Da Zu五大族 
Tang Pui-king 鄧佩瓊 Yang Huan 陽春 
Tang Lam 部林 Yau Sin 友善 
Tang Lim-ming 部廉明 Yaumati 油麻地 
Tang Lai-man 鄧乃文 Yeuk 約 
Tang Man-wai 部文薪 Yi Tai 二帝 
Tang Qing-wen 鄧青雲 Yuen 玄 
Tang Ying Seng 部英生 Yuen Long 元朗 
Tang Yuen Chung 部元涌 Yuen Long Chung 元朗涌 
Tang Yun-shan 部潤山 Yu Shan 
Tai Cheung 泰祥 Yun-sau 緣首 
Tai Kai Shan 大奚山 Zhen Cheong-gong 鄭成功 
Tai Kill Tun Hui 大橋墩墟 Zhujiang 珠江 
Tai Hang大坑 Zu族 
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Fig. 1.1 
Solid and Superficial geology ofYun Long y u e n l o n g 元朗 
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Fig. 1.3 Map of the New Territories, 1994. 
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Fig. 2.2 Yuen Long New Market 
Source: Fung Chi-ming, Yuen Long Historical Relics and Monument (Hong Kong: 
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Fig. 3.1 Yuen Long District in 1960s 
Source: John Young, Business and Sentiment in a Chinese Market Town (Taipei: The 
Orient Cultural Service, 1974), p. 15. 
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Fig. 4.1 The Temple of the Emperors Yuen and Kwan at the end of Cheung Shing 
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